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Abstract 

Reinforced concrete is a wide field for researches and studies in civil engineering 

subject. It is due to the fact that reinforced concrete is a most widely used material for 

the infrastructure in the world. Reinforced concrete consists of two main materials: 

reinforcing steel and concrete, each of those two materials has its own effect on the 

performance of the structure. 

In this thesis, the change in RC performance due to different steel properties and 

specifications will be investigated. The study focuses on the bond interaction between 

steel and concrete and the flexural behaviour of RC beams. 

Pull-out forces have been exerted on the reinforcing bars in RC blocks to 

examine the impact of steel properties on the bond strength and failure mode of the 

blocks. In addition to that, flexural testes have been conducted on simply supported RC 

beams to investigate how reinforcement properties can affect the ductility of reinforced 

concrete. 

Comparison of results of the previous two tests with codes and analytical models 

have been carried out to verify the outcome of this research. 

On the basis of the investigations that this study carried out, it is found that steel 

properties have direct impact on the bond behaviour of reinforced concrete. It has been 

discovered that ribs patters can affect the bond failure mode. Another factor which can 

affect the bond failure mode of reinforced concrete is the presence of shear links; they 
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can provide constraining effect and hence enhance the bond performance and allow the 

RC specimen to have pull-out failure rather than splitting. 

The location of reinforcement plays an important role in the bond performance as 

it has been recorded in this study that the bars placed far from the casting surface 

showed better bond strength and behaviour comparing to bars closer to the casting 

surface. As a result of this work, it has been noticed that larger concrete cover has 

positive effect on the failure mode and can reduce the probability of ending up with 

splitting failure. 

Regarding ductility, it has been proved in this study that reinforcement class and 

ductility have a positive effect on the ductility and load resistance of RC beams. 

Different types of reinforcement have been used to conduct three point loading 

tests on simply supported beams in order to investigate the impact of reinforcement 

type on the ductility of RC beams. Single steel bars and welded steel meshes have 

been used as reinforcement; it was noticed that beams reinforced with steel meshes 

showed better performance in terms of ductility comparing to those reinforced with 

single bars 

 

KEYWORDS: bond, ductility, failure mode, steel properties, reinforced concrete, flexural 

behaviour, splitting failure, pull-out failure, rotational capacity, steel classes, rib pattern, 

steel meshes, shear links, concrete cover, experimental studies, simply supported 

beams, pull-out test, one point loading test. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

 

1.1  General Background 

Reinforced concrete is a mixture of cement, sand, gravel and water reinforced 

with steel elements. As tensile strength of the concrete is around 10% of its 

compressive strength, it is assumed that concrete will not resist any tensile stresses 

and all tensile resistance will be provided by the steel elements. 

Steel elements such as steel bars have different properties and specifications, 

which may have different effects on the performance of the RC members. Studies 

and researches have been conducted to study the effect of bar properties on the 

structural behaviour of RC members. This study will examine three steel classes A, 

B, C that are classified based on the ductility of each class as shown in Table 1.1. In 

addition to those classes, another steel type that is produced by Celsa Ltd. will be 

examined in the study to for comparative study.   

Table 1.1: Characteristics of class A, B, C in BS EN 1992-1-1:2004 

Class A B C 

ƒyk or ƒ0.2,k 400-600 400-600 400-600 

 (ƒt/ƒy)k ≥1.05 ≥1.08 
≥1.15 and 

<1.35 

εuk (%) ≥2.5 ≥5.0 ≥7.5 

 

Where: 

A, B and C: standard classes of steel reinforcement. 

 ƒyk: Characteristic yield strength. 
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ƒ0.2,k: Characteristic values of 0.2% proof stress. 

ƒt: maximum tensile strength of the steel bar. 

ƒy: yield strength of the steel bar. 

εuk: Characteristic strain of reinforcement at maximum load. 

1.2 Backgrounds of Celsa-max steel bars 

Recently a new series of steel reinforcement called as CELSA-max (referred 

to bar C’ in this study) has been produced. This type of new bar has a new surface 

rib pattern with denser spiral and longitudinal as shown in Figure 1.1, and as such it 

is expected to provide improved performance and productivity benefits in de-coiling, 

bending and even in transport and storage. Another benefit is the reduced wear on 

the straightening machine rolls when producing cut and bent materials and hence 

results in prolong life for the rollers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.1: ribs pattern for C & C’ reinforcing bars 

The structural performance of this new bar, such as bond strength and 

ductility has yet been well known. This work is to address this deficit of knowledge. 

This project will investigate the properties of this new type of bars and the 

resulting reinforced concrete beams by comparing with conventional bar types with 

particular references to the bond and ductility behaviours. This thesis summarizes 

CELSA-max bar C’ 

Standard C-class bar, C  
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the work that has been carried out and report the findings obtained from the work. In 

addition, the future work is also proposed.   

 

1.3 Aims and objectives of the study  

The primary aim of the research is to study the impact of the steel properties 

on the bond and ductility performances of reinforced concrete beams. The studied 

variables include the ductility behaviour of steel bars, the surface pattern, and 

amount of shear links or other lateral restraining bars (steel mesh). It is well 

understood that the latter two variables have direct impact on bond strength and 

bond-slip relationship. So it has been decided that the bond and ductility behaviours 

of RC beams including various steel bars will be first examined separately with the 

same variables and then the interactions between both bond and ductility will be 

examined. It is believed that there is a transition zone of bond strength beyond which 

the increase of bond strength will have detrimental effect on ductility of reinforced 

concrete beams and the current work will also identify the transition zone. 

To achieve the above aim, the primary objectives are as follows: 

• To examine the bond behaviour between steel and concrete in RC beams. 

• To characterize the flexural behaviour of RC beams using different types of 

reinforcing steel under different conditions. 

• Based on the above two results, to find the effect of steel properties and the 

bond interaction between steel and concrete on the ductility of reinforced 

concrete members. 
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1.4 Thesis Layout 

The above mentioned aim and objectives will be achieved through 

experimental and analytical methods. The experimental and analytical work is 

presented as follows:  

• Conducting a series of pull-out and ductility tests to investigate the 

bond strength and ductility of reinforced concrete slabs and beams 

using different types of steel bars and meshes. Evaluating the 

influence of reinforcement types and different spacing values on the 

ductility and bond strength. This part of experimental work consists of 

two phases: 

� Phase 1: bond strength or pull-out test of RC beams and slabs 

will be conducted to study the effects of variables on bond 

performance, such as the steel bars surface rib pattern, steel 

mesh size, shear links spacing and the presence of steel 

mesh. 

� Phase 2: RC beams and slab ductility tests to investigate how 

the reinforcement ductility influences beam or slab ductility. 

• Carrying out parametric studies to propose general design information. 

The behaviour and results for bond and ductility tests will be calculated 

by using design models and results will be compared with test dat 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 

2.1 Bond interaction between steel and concrete 

2.1.1 Introduction 

Reinforced concrete is concrete in which steel is embedded in such a manner 

that the two materials act together in resisting forces. Steel provides added strength 

by taking up the tension, while the concrete withstand the compression. The key to 

ensure that these two materials work together is the stress transfer between them. 

Many researches such as Hamad (1995, 1998, and 2004), Cairns and Abdullah 

(1994 and 1996), Darwin (1993 and 2000) and Tepfers (1973, 1979, 1981 and 2000) 

have studied the interaction between steel and concrete and its effect on loading 

capacity and ductility of RC beams. The stress transfer along the steel-concrete 

interface is always accompanied with a relative movement or slip, and resulting 

interfacial stress is known as bond stress (Hamad, 1995). 

 

2.1.2 Bond mechanism and influencing factors 

The movement of both concrete and steel materials at the interface are 

different which results in a relative displacement of the steel bar in respect to the 

surrounding concrete. This movement or displacement is called slip; bond stress 

arises to resist the interfacial slip resulting in tensile stress transfer into the concrete 

that ends up with highly-localized strains in the concrete layer close to the 

reinforcement (interface). The bond action between the steel and concrete can be 

idealized as a shear force at the circumferential surface of reinforcement (Wang, 
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2009). Although it is believed that there is also normal action at the interface, which 

is often ignored in engineering practice. 

Portland Cement Association (PCA), as Azizinamini et al (1993) stated, 

defined the bond as a result from a combination of several parameters, such as the 

chemical adhesion between the concrete and steel interfaces and the friction caused 

by pressure of the hardened concrete against the steel bar due to the drying 

shrinkage of the concrete. In addition, friction interlock or mechanical interaction 

between the bar ribs and the concrete caused by the relative movements of the 

tensioned bar results in an increased resistance to slip. 

As Mendis and French (2000) reported, it is important that reinforcement force 

is transferred to the concrete to maintain the structural integrity. The steel bar force 

is transferred to the concrete by adhesion, friction and mechanical bearing between 

bar ribs and the surrounding concrete. 

Ozoden and Akpinar (2006) defined the major factors that influence the bond 

strength as follows: 

• Casting method (pouring, shot concrete, sliding formwork method). 

• Position of reinforcing bar during casting. 

• Level of compression and tension strength of concrete. Shrinkage gives rise 

to the tensile stresses in concrete around the bars which may lead to 

cracking along the bars thereby causing a reduction in bond resistance, 

Tepfers (1973). 

• Admixtures and enhancing materials for concrete. 

• Concrete cover and bar spacing. 
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• Development length, splicing, hooks and cross bars. 

• Diameter and shape (rib pattern) of the reinforcing bars, (in case steel bars 

are used for reinforcement). 

• Adhesion between the concrete and the reinforcing bars. 

Bars with ribbed surface are more beneficial for bond than using plain bars. 

Sofi et al (2007) reported that the most effective means of achieving an effective 

bond is the use of deformed bars which have a pattern of large deformation rolled 

onto the surface. Smooth surface allows higher slip of steel bars and leads to a lower 

bond strength compared to deformed bars which limit the slip of a steel bar while 

providing higher bond strength. 

2.1.3 Types of bond tests 

Bond tests are used in the laboratories by all the researches who are 

interested in defining the strength, behaviour and failure modes of the bond action 

between reinforcing steel and the surrounding concrete. The bond can be examined 

in different ways as the use of each of those tests is based on the results that the 

researcher is intending to study as will be discussed later in each of them. 

2.1.3.1 Pull-out test 

The tested steel bar is usually loaded by reacting off the concrete surrounding 

the bar as shown in figure 2.1. Direct pull-out test is useful and cost effective method 

towards evaluating preliminary relative comparisons. 

Williamson (1999) states that the pull-out test method represents the basis for 

both American and British Standard bond tests; however this test is useful for 

comparative purposes only as the bar is pulled in tension while the surrounding 
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concrete will be in almost pure compression which is not a popular or even a rare 

situation to be found in the real designed structures. 

Other researchers, Okelo and Yaun (2005), considered the pull-out method as 

a popular way of testing bond because it provides a simple means of comparing the 

relative bond developed by different types of steel bars and concrete. The confining 

action provided by the surrounding concrete mass or reinforcement should be 

adequate so as to minimise the risk of splitting the concrete by bond forces. 

 

 

Figure 2.1: Pullout test arrangement. 

2.1.3.2 Beam test 

Beams can be tested for bond using two different ways as follows: 

1. Beam-end test: It is used as a more realistic bond test. They are used 

extensively in experiments to evaluate the bond strength of steel bars 

in a reinforced concrete beams. The beams are tested as a simply 
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supported beams, load will be applied at the end of the cantilevered 

regions as shown in figure 2.2. 

2. RELIM beam test:  RELIM beam test shown in figure 2.3 was used by 

Cairns and Plizzari (2003). It consists of two separated blocks. In this 

test the bars are de-bonded except for the central portion and are 

confined by stirrups in both longitudinal and transverse directions. 

 

In general, beam tests have the disadvantage of being costly and time 

consuming. In addition to that, beam tests were found to have contradictions in their 

results unlike the pullout tests which seem to be more consistent and popular for 

bond testing. 

Figure 2.2: Side view of beam-end test arrangement (Darwin, 2000) 

 

 

Figure 2.3: RELIM beam test (Cairns and Plizzarie, 2003) 
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As both bond and structural constitutive behaviours of the specimen will be 

included in beam tests results; it is difficult to compare bars with different nominal 

diameters using the beam test. This was the main reason for choosing the pull out 

method to examine the bond strength and behaviour of the reinforcing bars in this 

study. Another reason for choosing the pull-out test is the fact that it is more 

economical and can be done in less time comparing with the beam test. 

 

2.1.4 Bond strength and interaction behaviour 

Bond between reinforcement and concrete may conveniently be regarded as 

a shear stress over the surface of the bar (Cairns and Abdullah, 1996). They also 

defined the bond strength as the maximum bond stress developed by friction or 

interlocking mechanism along the reinforcing bar interfaces with surrounding 

concrete.  

Cairns and Jones (1995) defined bond as a transfer of force between a ribbed 

bar and the surrounding concrete and can be achieved by bearing of the ribs on the 

concrete. Cairns and Plizzari (2003) stated that the bearing action of ribs generates 

bursting forces which tend to split the surrounding concrete. As clear from Figure 

2.4, the resultant compressive force exerted by the ribs on the concrete is inclined at 

an angle α to the bar axis. A ring tension in the concrete cover around the bar is 

created by the radial component of the exerted force. As soon as tensile capacity of 

the ring is exceeded during the development of the bond action, a splitting failure 

occurs by fracturing the concrete cover surrounding the reinforcement. If the 

concrete confinement was enough to counterbalance the force generated by bond 
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action, a pull-out failure happens with shearing off the concrete at the top of the bar 

ribs. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.4: Schematic view of splitting forces generated by bond action of ribbed 

reinforcing bars (Cairns and Abdullah, 1996) 

 

Based on Cairns and Plizzari (1995, 2003) studies, the bond force can be 

divided into two components. Bond stresses acting along the bar create a shear 

component of the bond force, while a normal component is created at right angle to 

the bar ribs as a result of the radial stresses. This normal component acts as an 

outward pressure on the concrete and is balanced by the hoop (tensile) stresses, 

(Tepfers and Olsson, 1992). 

Joop and Bigaj (1996) published a report which includes a bond model for 

ribbed bars based on concrete confinement. Three stages have been reported in the 

study of Joop and Bigaj explaining the bond action between a ribbed steel bar 

subjected to pull-out force and the surrounding concrete. The model was based on 

the thick-walled cylinder theory. The internal pressure in this cylinder results from the 

radial component of the bond force which creates hoop stresses that in order will 
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perform a circumferential stresses in the concrete surrounding the bar. Those stages 

will be discussed and compared to Tepfers’s study as similar stages in the State of 

Art report have been presented by Tepfers (2000). 

After applying a pull-out force in the steel bar, a bond action will be activated 

between the two materials (steel and concrete). As stated earlier, this action can be 

explained by the following stages: 

1. Initial bond stage: the initial contact between the steel bar and the concrete 

is developed by adhesion and interlocking. In this stage, the hoop stresses are below 

the tensile strength of the concrete and a linear-elastic state is performed without 

any cracks in the concrete section. Tepfers (2000) states that a certain displacement 

occurs in this stage, even though no bar slip is noticed. This displacement is due to 

the localized strains which are result of high localized stresses arising close to the 

interface. For that Tepfers reported that the relative displacement of a bar in this 

stage consists of the relative slip at the interface and the shear deformation in the 

concrete. 

2. Partly cracked stage: this stage can be called an elastic-plastic stage as two 

sections with two different states, elastic and plastic, are developed in the concrete 

as shown in figure 2.5. 
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Figure 2.5: Partly cracked section in pull out based on thick walled cylinder theory 

(Joop and Bigaj, 1996) 

Once the initial bond is broken, ribs exert a bearing action against the 

concrete resulting in a cone shape cracks starting at the edge of the ribs as indicated 

in figure 2.6, which is presented in a paper for Goto (1971). The bearing action which 

is exerted onto the concrete will be transferred through the concrete sections located 

in the space between each two adjacent ribs. It has been agreed to call this small 

concrete sections “corbels” as they have a similar shape to the real corbels that 

support beams in a structural building. 

 

Figure 2.6: Schematic diagram of concrete deformation and crack development 

around reinforcing steel bar in pull out test (Goto, 1971) 
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Joop and Bigaj (1996) states that the displacement of the bar in respect to the 

concrete (slip) in this stage consists of bending of the corbels and movement due to 

crushing of the concrete in front of the ribs. Cracks start to appear once the 

circumferential stresses exceed the tensile forces of the confining action. According 

to the crack formation, the concrete cracked section surrounding the bar tends to be 

in a plastic state while the rest section of the un-cracked concrete remains in an 

elastic situation. The plastic region continues to extend radially as cracks are 

spreading. 

It can be said that Tepfers (2000) divides the current stage which is being 

discussed at the moment into two sub-stages; first sub-stage represents the section 

when first cracking appears with bond stress values fb > 0.2-0.8 fct while the second 

sub-stage starts when the bond stress exceed 0.8 fct and keep increasing up to 3 fct. 

At this point the outward component of the pressure, radial component of the bond 

force, is resisted by the hoop stresses in the surrounding concrete (Tepfers, 1979). 

3. Entirely cracked section: Joop and Bigaj (1996) state that this stage follows 

the partly-cracked stage directly as the cracks become wider and the confining 

action diminishes as a consequence of the softening behavior. If the radial cracks 

reach the outer surface of the concrete a splitting failure is adopted and sudden drop 

of the bond stress happens. While when the shear resistance of the concrete corbels 

can be considered as a criterion for the force transfer mechanism, a new sliding 

plane will be created with reduction of bond stress until the bar is pulled out of the 

concrete and a pullout failure takes place. 
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In the State of Art Report, Tepfers (2000) was more critical in defining the last 

stage of the bond action as he reported that this stage can occur in three different 

modes: 

1. In the case of plain bars, smooth reinforcing bars without ribs, bond is mainly 

provided by the adhesion between steel and concrete and partly by stirrups 

and concrete shrinkage. According to this, bond stress reduces once the 

adhesive bond is broken which will lead to a result that this stage follows 

directly the first un-cracked stage. 

2. In case of deformed bars, bond tends to fail abruptly due to rib bearing action 

when the bars are confined by light to medium transverse reinforcement. 

3. When deformed bars are heavily confined by transverse reinforcement, the 

force transfer mechanism changes from rib bearing to friction, as stated 

before in Joop and Bigaj stages, and the main criterion for the force transfer is 

the shear resistance of the bar longitudinal movement. Tepfers (2000) 

explained the reason behind decreasing the bond stress as the interface 

between steel and concrete gets smoother under continued loading due to 

wear and compaction leading to pull-out failure. 

 

Another study from Tastani and Pantazopoulou (2013) has divided the 

behaviour of a reinforcing bar subjected to the pull-out force into four stages as 

shown in Figure 2.7. They have based on the elastic and plastic responses while 

applying the pull-out force on the bar. The bar remains in elastic phase in first stage 

as shown in Figure 2.7 (a). It then starts to enter the plastic region in the second 

stage as in Figure 2.7 (b) as the maximum bond stress may reach the characteristic 
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strength value. In Figure 2.7 (c), de-bonding starts and hence it limits the amount of 

load carried by the bar. The plastic bar response starts in the fourth stage as in 

Figure 2.7 (d), which lead to the sudden increase in slip with reduction of bond 

strength over the yielded bar length. 

Figure 2.7: Elastic-plastic bar response while bond-slip law (Tastani and 

Pantazopoulou, 2013) 

 

2.1.5 Bond failure types and cracks development 

2.1.5.1 Bond failure types 

To define the effect of different factors on the bond behaviour, it is necessary 

to exam the failure modes of each specimen and associated influence factors. 

Hamad (1995) defined the pull-out failure when steel is well confined by concrete 

cover or transverse steel, preventing a splitting failure. In this case, bond strength is 

controlled by the capacity of concrete in the direct shear. Roman and Robert (2005) 

reported that the mode of failure of bond is mainly dependent on the concrete 
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compressive strength, the shape (and composition) of the bar’s surface, the cover 

thickness and the development length.  

Based on the ring theory in figure 2.4, two types of failure were reported as 

follows: 

• Concrete cover split: which occurs when the force generated by bond action 

exceeds the tensile capacity of the ring along with a concrete cover less than 

approximately three times bar diameter. 

•  Pull out failure: this occurs when the concrete cover is larger than three times 

bar diameter or if sufficient confining reinforcement or transverse pressure 

opposes the splitting force. This type of failure develops with the concrete 

being sheared on a surface across the tops of the ribs or in other words when 

the shear strength of concrete below the ribs is overcome. 

Joop and Bigaj (1996) reported that the mode of failure is controlled by the 

confining action which is introduced by the circumferential tensile forces in the 

concrete and the additional confinement such as stirrups (transverse reinforcement) 

and external forces. This confining action will act against the radial components of 

the bond force, which radiate from the bar into the concrete, trying to make an 

equilibrium situation. In other words the previous statement by Joop and Bigaj can 

be represented in other words as follows: 

• Bond pull-out failure happens if the tensile force represented by the concrete 

cover, stirrups or external confinement (i.e. external pressure) is greater than 

the radial component which is a result of the radial force that is transferred 

from the bar into concrete. 
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• Splitting failure happens if the confining action is smaller than the radial force. 

In case that the confining action is just equilibrating with the radial force, the 

pull out failure might happen with splitting cracks being developed in the concrete 

surrounding the bar and tend to extend towards the outer surface of the concrete as 

the load increases. 

The pull-out failure can be divided into two categories as Tepfers (2000) 

mentioned in the State of Art Report. The confining action represents the basis that 

Tepfers based on in order to define two different situations for the pull-out failure. 

When the confining action is large enough as in case of high confinement or large 

concrete cover; the pull-out failure occurs by shearing off the concrete keys without 

any visual splitting cracks or partial concrete splitting. On the other hand, the pull-out 

failure might be accompanied with the partial concrete splitting and visible splitting 

cracks in the case of limited concrete cover or moderate confinement. While the 

concrete cover is reduced to be very limited and the section is not confined by 

stirrups, the spalling-off of the concrete cover is noticed and splitting failure is 

observed. 

2.1.5.2 Bond failure mechanism 

Most of the work that has been performed regarding failure modes of the pull-

out test specimens was concentrated on the splitting failure mode as it represented 

the weaker type. This weakness is due to the fact that the bond strengths are lower 

for splitting failures, which therefore tend to be more critical for design (Cairns and 

Plizzari, 2003). Cairns and Jones (1995) mentioned that Tepfers did his analysis, for 

his doctoral research thesis in the year of 1973 under the title “A theory of bond 
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applied to overlapped tensile reinforcement”, based on the triangle model of forces 

for bond in which equilibrium conditions are considered as shown in figure 2.8a. Fsp 

represents the splitting resistance; Fb stands for bond strength where Fn is defined 

as the normal stress on the inclined failure surface beneath the bearing face of the 

rib. Cairns and Jones (1995) went further in their discussion for bond and suggests a 

non-splitting component of bond strength at zero confining stress. They introduced a 

fourth component Fv for the model of bond forces in the equilibrium conditions. They 

have said that the shear stress in the concrete on an inclined failure surface below 

the baring face of ribs will result in additional fourth Fv. Taking into account the new 

force the triangle that Tepfers (1973) developed in his thesis will take the shape of a 

quadrilateral in the equilibrium conditions as shown in figure 2.8b. Unlike Tepfers' 

analysis, Cairns and Jones reported that it's possible for the bond strength Fb to 

increase without any increase in the splitting resistance Fsp as shown in figure 2.8a. 

By noticing Tepfer's model and the modified one by Cairns and Jones, it can 

be seen that an additional force, F'v, should be included in the model to reach an 

equilibrium situation. That force can be defined as the friction interaction between the 

flat part of the rib and the surrounding concrete. F'v and Fv are separated by an angle 

which is equal to the rib face angle. This will lead to a result that Fb can be increased 

without any increment in either splitting force or concrete cover or the rib face angle. 

That can be done by increasing the width of the ribs which will result in more friction 

between concrete and the flat part of the rib. Therefore, F'v and Fb will be increased 

by equal increments. 
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Tepfers (2003) stated that the angle α of the bond forces in different stages of 

loading can be estimated by the use of “ring pullout test”. The ring pull-out test 

comprises a small cylindrical concrete body with the axially placed bar. The bond 

length is three bar diameters and the height of the concrete cylinder is equal to the 

bond length. A thin steel cylindrical tube with known section area surrounds the 

concrete cylinder. At loading, the radial and longitudinal bond force components are 

separated by a ring support with several Teflon sheet layers, which prevents radial 

forces being taken by supports. The circumferential bond force component is 

measured with strain gauges and force can be determined. The relation of the bond 

force components determines the angle α, which may change and increase when 

load increases. 
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Figure 2.8: Forces associated with splitting bond behavior: (a) triangle of forces for 

equilibrium in Tepfers model (1973); (b) quadrilateral of forces for equilibrium in 

Cairns and Jones model (1995); (c) change in bond strength arising from increased 

cover, Cairns and Jones (1995); (d) bond forces in equilibrium condition associated 

with an additional force F'v. 
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2.1.5.3 Cracks development according to the previous studies 

Goto (1971) did a series of tests on axially loaded tensile specimens for the 

purpose of investigation the deformations in concrete around deformed tension bars 

by means of indicating ink. The method makes visible crack propagation and the 

existence of internal cracks when the specimen is split open after load test. Tracking 

the cracks development and crack types were the reasons for examining the 

specimens in Goto’s study. By injecting ink into the tested block, Goto was able to 

track the development of the cracks after splitting the specimens longitudinally along 

the bar. 

 

Figure 2.9: Internal cracks with (32 mm) bar (Goto, 1971) 

Figure 2.9 shows that many internal cracks formed along the ribbed bar. 

Those internal cracks depend mainly on the ribs patterns. In the case of Goto’s bars, 

internal cracks were more likely to occur in case of circular ribs more than diagonal 
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or wavy ribs. Figure 2.10 shows the difference between circular, diagonal and wavy 

ribs which have been used in the study of Goto (1971). 

 

 

Figure 2.10: Different deformed bars Goto (1971) 

 

From Goto’s paper, it possible to say that internal cracks are more likely to 

happen in case of an angle of 90º is performed between the bar axis and the ribs. 

The reason for this can be explained as the ribs present a higher restraint on the 

concrete corbels which result in higher stresses at the interface between steel and 

concrete. According to this, higher localized strains will be induced at the concrete 

surface at the vicinity of the steel bar giving the permission for more internal cracks 

to be developed. 

Internal cracks will extend to the outer surface of the specimen and produce 

vertical cracks as the steel stress increases resulting in the primary cracks as shown 

in Figures 2.9 & 2.11.  
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Figure 2.11: Formation of longitudinal cracks Goto (1971) 

 

Starting from the primary cracks at the outer surface of the specimen in the 

same plane where the steel bar locates, longitudinal cracks initiate and grow 

horizontally as the steel stress becomes fairly high. 

Plizzari et al. (2002) did a series of tests to examine the bond strength; they 

have done some preparations for their tests as follow: 

• To avoid the reduction of the maximum pull-out load, a special heat treatment 

to the bars to increase the yield strength to about 1200 MPa without changing 

the other mechanical properties. 

• The concrete was poured into wood forms with the principal bars in a vertical 

position; since the casting direction was opposite of the pull-out force, better 

bond characteristics were obtained. 

As a result of Plizzari’s et al. (2002) tests, it has been concluded that in case 

of using ribbed bars the splitting cracks are often present in the concrete surrounding 

the bar. These cracks start from the flexural cracks, as shown in figure 2.12, where 

the bar-to-concrete slip reaches its maximum, and propagate in the longitudinal 

planes along the reinforcement. Splitting cracks impair the bond mechanical 
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behaviour (stiffness and strength) and make bond sensitive to confinement. They 

also have particular relevance for structural durability owing to their longitudinal 

propagation that exposes a large area of the bar to the environment; this should 

make the corrosion resistance of members with splitting cracks lower than the 

resistance of members with flexural cracks. 

Another conclusion form Plizzari et al. (2002) study is that the smaller the 

stirrups diameter is, the larger the splitting crack opening. 

Wang (2009) has agreed that the bond between reinforcing steel and concrete 

can affect a structure’s serviceability as it does affect the crack width, distribution 

and deflection. He has claimed that it is less likely to have splitting failure in wider 

beams as there is more concrete to prevent them from splitting. In other words, it is 

the effective beam width be that influences bond strength. be as shown in figure 2.13 

is defined as the distance from centre to centre of the bar spacing or from the edge 

of the concrete to the centre of the bar spacing. 
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Figure 2.12: Splitting crack propagation Plizzari et al. (2002) 

 

Figure 2.13: Effective beam width be (Wang, 2009) 
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2.1.6 Development length and the bond strength 

It has been clear in the literature as Wang (2009) stated in his paper that bond 

strength is not linear along the development length and maximum bond stresses are 

developed near the loaded end. 

A pull-out experiment of 151 steel specimens has been conducted by Okelo 

and Yuan (2005). They stated in their conclusion that pull-out force increases with 

increasing the development length, but the average bond strength decreases. Okelo 

and Yuan specified the reason for decreasing average bond strength as the pull-out 

load increase is not proportional to the increase in development length. This reason 

was one of the conclusions that Darwin et al. (1996) stated in their study. Darwin at 

al. (1996) pointed out that the relationship between bond force and development 

length ℓd is linear but not proportional. In addition to that Darwin and his colleagues 

have reported that: 

• When the samples are confined with transverse reinforcement, high relative 

rib area bars require the development lengths that are 13 to 16 percent lower 

than required by conventional bars. 

• If the development length is enough to cause yielding of the bar, the bond 

strength increases in case of bars reinforced by transverse reinforcement. 

This increment may result from a more uniform state of bond stress along the 

length of the bar due to greater slip that accompanies yielding. This greater 

slip mobilizes clamping stresses in the transverse reinforcement along a 

greater length of the bar. 
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Darwin et al (1992) stated that Orangun et al (1977) developed their famous 

equation for the bond strength of reinforcing bars relying on experimental results: 
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Based on the same experiments that Orangun and his colleagues did (1977), 

they proposed a formula for the development length as follows: 
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Where:  

u: bond strength    ƒ’c: concrete strength 

db: steel bar diameter   ld: developed or anchorage length 

fs:  steel stress 

C: the minimum of Cs or Cb, (see Figure 2.14) illustrates clearly Cs and Cb 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.14: Cs and Cb (Darwin et al. 1992) 
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Orangun et al. (1977) have concluded that the bond force will be increased for 

an increase in the transverse reinforcement. However, the increment in bond 

strength will become less effective if an additional transverse reinforcement is 

provided. Orangun et al. (1977) have defined the additional transverse reinforcement 

as the amount above that needed to cause pull-out failure instead of splitting failure 

in case of non-confined concrete. 

In light of the previous two equations and on the changes within the ACI 

Building Code (ACI 318-89), Darwin et al (1992) proposed a more accurate 

expression for the bond development length considering the effects of (bar size, 

concrete cover, bar spacing, concrete strength and steel stress): 
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In which: minmax /CC is the larger and smaller quantities of Cs and Cb, respectively. 

     Ab: Area of the cross sectional area of the steel bar. 

They also presented a table containing modification ratios to modify the 

design provisions to produce ℓd from the previous equation above. The ratios were 

developed based on changes from the ACI 318-89 as shown in table (2.1). 
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Table 2.1: ℓd for ƒy= 414 MPa and ƒc=31 MPa, values greater than (1.0) in bold are 

un-conservative (Darwin et al, 1992) 

 

It is obvious from equations (2.2) and (2.3), that Darwin et al (1992) in 

equation (2.3) is more critical as both Cs & Cb are considered in equation (2.3) while 

only the minimum value between Cs & Cb has been taken into account in equation 

(2.2). Based on the previous difference, equation (2.3) tends to be more accurate 

from the practical point of view as it represents the exact values of bar spacing and 

concrete cover. Considering the design point of view, equation (2.2) is more 

conservative as it takes the minimum value between bar spacing and concrete cover 

which can be considered as the most prone part to fail in the section. 
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Darwin et al. (1996) conducted the bond tests on 133 splice and development 

specimens not confined by transverse reinforcement and containing bottom cast 

bars and 166 specimens, in which the bars are confined by transverse 

reinforcement. By comparing their results and applying different equations to 

characterise the bond strength and the development length, they arrived at the 

summary as follows: 

• The square root of the concrete compressive strength ƒ’c does not accurately 

characterize the effect of concrete strength on bond strength for the full range 

of concrete strength in use today, where ƒ’c1/4 provides a more accurate 

representation of the effect concrete of concrete strength on bond strength for 

concretes with compressive strengths between 17 and 110 Mpa. 

• The yield stress of transverse reinforcement ƒyt plays no measurable role in 

the contribution of confining steel to bond strength. 

2.1.7 Previous studies of the effect of steel bar properties on the bond 

strength 

Reinforcing steel bar properties that affect bond strength can be divided into 

five categories. Most of the recent studies have carried out on the bar geometry as 

one of the main factors affecting the bond strength. All factors are mentioned and 

explained widely below. 

2.1.7.1 Bar Size 

It has been stated in the State of Art Report (2000) that ribbed bars develop 

higher bursting forces than the smoothed bars due to the fact that they develop 

higher bond strength and not because they generate higher splitting forces. 
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Darwin et al. (1992) have stated that the bond force at failure is a function of 

bar area as well as being a function of the concrete cover, bar spacing and 

embedment length. In addition to that bar diameter plays a role in the effect of 

concrete cover on bond strength. Although there is a consensus that bond strength 

increases when concrete cover is increased but there is a limit for that increase 

depends on the ratio of concrete cover divided by bar diameter (c/d). Wu and Zhao 

(2013) have mentioned that there is a limit value for that increment of bond strength 

when c/d ≤ 3. So bond strength won’t be affected by the concrete cover when c/d 

ratio is greater than 3. 

2.1.7.2 Bar geometry 

Skorobogatov and Edwards (1979) have agreed on what Lutz et al. (1966) 

have concluded regarding the effect of bar ribs on bond between steel and concrete. 

They have done a series of laboratory tests and showed that the differences in rib 

face angle doesn’t affect the bond strength because ribs will crush the concrete on 

their way which result in flattening the high face angle of the rib. 

Another study to examine the rib’s geometry effect of deformed bars in 

reinforced concrete structures on bond slip characteristics was conducted by Hamad 

(1996). Fifty six bars were tested in rectangular eccentric pull-out specimens. Three 

variables were used in this test as follows: rib bar face angle, rib spacing and rib 

height. According to the results, Hamad noticed an increment of 24 percent in the 

ultimate load at failure as rib height increased from 5 percent db to 10 percent db with 

the rib height to rib spacing ration increased from 0.08 to 0.16. Hamad’s results 

showed that a grade 60 bar (20.6 mm) with a rib face angle of 60 degrees, a rib 
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spacing of 50 percent db, and a rib height of 10 percent db was superior to all other 

bars and developed a greater bond strength during pull-out test. 

Hamad defined the importance of bar rib as it plays a major role in developing 

bond strength by helping to prevent the concrete key (concrete between the bar ribs) 

from sliding, relative to the rib. Another conclusion from his paper is that the friction 

developed between reinforcing bars and surrounding concrete, which depends on 

the geometry of bar ribs, plays a less important role in pull-out failure. 

Cairns and Abdullah did series of bond tests in 1990’s (1994 & 1996). Two 

main rib geometric properties mentioned in Cairns and Abdullah studies which are 

the rib shape and relative rib area. Relative rib area is the ratio of the rib area of the 

bar above the core, projected on a plane perpendicular to the bar axis, to the 

nominal surface area of the bar. 

Cairns and Abdullah stated that bars with steeper rib face slope tend to slip 

less than similar bars with less steep ribs, which could be explained as the increase 

in the rib face angle produces an increase in bond strength; rib face angle is detailed 

in figure 2.15. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.15: Rib bar angle (Leon, 1998) 

Rib face 

angle 
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It was clear from Cairns and Abdullah’s study that steel bars with a rib face 

angle forty degrees or more have shown approximately the same bond behaviour; 

whereas those of angles below forty degree showed insufficient friction between ribs 

face and concrete to prevent slip on the rib face. 

As a conclusion of the study, Cairns and Abdullah suggested that an increase 

in the rib face angles and more heavily ribbed deformation patterns would improve 

the bond strength. Same results were proposed by Darwin et al. (1996). 

Darwin and Graham (1993) conducted many tests using beam-end specimens 

to study the effect of rib height and spacing on bond strength of reinforcing bars 

using specially machined bars together with standard deformation patterns for 

comparison. They have found that the relative rib area does affect the bond force-

slip response of a bar. At the same time, they have showed that bond force-slip 

response will not be affected by the specific combination of rib height and spacing. In 

addition to rib height and rib spacing variation, they have also added confinement 

using transverse reinforcement in concrete. In all tests the failure mode was 

observed as a splitting failure. Based on their results and analysis, the bond force-

slip response of reinforcing bars is a function of the relative rib area of the bars, 

independent of the specific combination of rib height and rib spacing. Another 

conclusion can be observed from their study is that the initial stiffness of the load-slip 

curve increases with an increase in the relative rib area, and the same trend applies 

to bond strength only if the bar is confined by transverse reinforcement or higher 

covers. 
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2.1.7.3 Steel stress and yield strength 

It has been stated in the CEB-FIP state of art report (1990) that the influence 

of steel yielding is yet not well understood. Due to the contradiction of the steel bar at 

and beyond yielding, the outward component of the pressure (which is exerted by 

the bar ribs on the surrounding concrete) may decrease, resulting in a reduced 

contribution for macro friction. Furthermore, it is also possible that yielding in addition 

affects the geometry of the ribs, by reducing the area of the projection of the ribs and 

the relative rib area (bond index). 

Also the CEB-FIP report or ribbed bars the influence of steel stress is small as 

long as the steel is in the elastic range. However, experimental results show that 

yielding has a drastic effect on the bond mechanism resulting in a non-linear 

descending branch in the bond-slip relationship at the very onset of the yielding. 

Hence, the bond stress-slip relationship can be influenced not only by the softening 

of the surrounding concrete, but also by the softening of the steel at yielding. 

 Zuo and Darwin (1998, 2000) found that bond stress of bars yield before 

bond failure are 2% lower than higher strength bars while same values differ by 10% 

when transverse reinforcement apply. 

2.1.7.4 Bar cleanliness 

 ACI 318 suggests that reinforcement should be free of mud oil and other non-

metallic coatings for a good bond condition between steel and concrete. 

Pull-out tests performed by several researches (for example Carrera and 

Ghoddoussi, 1992) showed that bond strength increases with the corrosion rate up 

to a maximum, after which increasing corrosion causes a significant reduction of 
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bond strength. The initial increase has been attributed to the expansive nature of iron 

oxides, whilst the subsequent decrease is related to the build-u of a soft layer of 

loose corrosion products at the bar-concrete interface. 

2.1.7.5 Epoxy-coated bars 

  The importance of epoxy coating is that it enhances the corrosion resistance 

of reinforcing bars. It has been noticed that bond strength will reduces when epoxy 

coating is applied. 

 

2.1.8 Previous studies of the effect of concrete properties on the bond 

strength 

 

ACI 408R-03 defined concrete properties which affect bond strength as follow: 

• Compressive strength: it has been noticed that most of the studies and 

many codes normalize the bond strength by ��′�  when using concrete of 

strength less than 55 MPa. Examples of the mentioned studies are: Tepfers 

(1973), Darwin et al. (1992), Esfahani and Rangan (1998a, b), ACI 318 and 

CEB-FIP. High strength concrete has more possibility for splitting failure 

comparing to normal strength concrete, this can be explained as there will be 

no crush for the concrete in front of concrete ribs due to the high bearing 

capacity. As a result the local slip is reduced and fewer ribs transfer load 

between steel and concrete which will help to increase the local tensile 
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stresses and initiate a splitting failure before achieving a uniform distribution 

of the bond force. 

Yalciner et al. (2012) have conducted series of pull out tests using two 

different concrete mixes, three different concrete covers and different mass 

losses of reinforcement bars after corrosion. They have noticed that bond 

strength increases along with the compressive strength as long as the ratio of 

(concrete cover/bar diameter) is less than 3.2. Otherwise no significant 

change will be noticed in the bond strength. 

They have concluded that increasing the compressive strength for bars 

with same concrete cover will result in higher bond strength than increasing 

the concrete cove for bars with same compressive strength. 

• Aggregate type and quantity: Zuo and Darwin (1998, 2000) have concluded 

that high strength coarse aggregate can increase the bond strength by 13% in 

comparison with weaker coarse aggregate. They have also observed that 

strength and quantity of coarse aggregate can increase the bond strength for 

confined concrete by 45%. 

• Tensile strength and fracture energy: the effect of compressive concrete 

strength and aggregate type and quantity can give an idea about the 

important role that tensile strength has on the bond strength. Braham and 

Darwin (1999) have observed that higher fracture energy has a positive effect 

on bond strength. Higher fracture energy can be provided by high-strength 

fibers. 

• Lightweight concrete: bars casted in light weight concrete with or without 

confinement have lower bond strength values comparing with bars casted in 
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normal weight concrete. ACI 408R-03 has stated that lightweight concrete is 

expected to have lower tensile strength, fracture energy and bearing capacity 

than normal weight concrete which can be the reason behind the low values 

of bond strength in case of using lightweight concrete. 

• Concrete slump and workability admixtures: high-slump concrete has a 

negative effect on bond strength and top and bottom-cast bars have reduced 

bond strength in case of using high-slump concrete compared with same bars 

and same conditions in case of using low-slump concrete as Zekany et al. 

(1981) observed from their study. 

• Mineral admixtures: series of tests have been done by Gjorv, Monteiro and 

Mehta (1990) using the ASTM C 234 pull out test ( ASTM 1991) to study the 

effect of silica fume on bond strength. They have concluded that adding silica 

fume can enhance the bond strength. 

• Fiber reinforcement: adding fiber reinforcement to concrete can increase the 

tensile strength. It has been concluded by that a small increase in the 

modulus of rupture 10-20% can be resulted when using FRP. 

• Consolidation: ACI 408R-03 defines consolidation as removing voids within 

concrete. Adequate consolidation can be obtained with high frequency 

vibration. 
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2.1.9 Analytical models and descriptive equations in literature, standards and 

codes of practice 

2.1.9.1 Standards & codes of practice 

Three codes are considered to be adapted and adopted in this study. 

Eurocode 2 has been chosen as it is the standard code in Europe in addition to two 

codes by the American Concrete institute (ACI 318-02 & ACI 408-01). In addition to 

the previous codes, Comite Euro-International du Beton and federation Internationale 

de la Precontraine (CEB-FIP) 1990 is considered as it covers in its report different 

types of structures as well as buildings. 

The equation of each code is shown below along with each own variables. 

• Eurocode 2 (EC2): 

Theoretical bond strength can be calculated based on BS EN 1992-1-1:2004. 

The ultimate bond strength is calculated by the equation: 

ctbd ff
21

25.2 ηη=                 (2.4) 

     Where:  

fbd is the theoretical ultimate bond strength 

fct is the concrete tensile strength according to section 3.1.6 (2) P in EC2  

1η = 1.0 for good bond conditions and 0.7 for all other conditions, in this study 

1η  is 1.0 for bottom bars as they are considered to be in good bond 

conditions, whereas 1η  is 0.7 for top bars 

2η = 1.0 for bar diameter ≤ 32 mm and (132-Ø)/100 for bar diameter >32 mm 
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Equation (2.4) does not take into account the effect of steel confinement, so 

the theoretical bond strength prediction with equation (2.4) can be used to 

compare with test results without any shear links. However, the above 

equation can be modified by considering the development length calculation 

formula proposed in EC2, i.e.  

rqdbbd ll
,54321

.ααααα=                 (2.5) 

Where α coefficients have been included to allow for various influence factors. 

Since the bond length in this case is fixed, so we associated these coefficients 

with bond strength as follows 

5432121
αααααηη ctdbd ff =                (2.6) 

Where: 

� α 1 is for the effect of the form of the bars assuming adequate cover. 

� α2 is for the effect of concrete minimum cover and calculated for 

straight bars as α2 = 1 – 0.15 (Cd – φ)/φ     and    1.0 ≤ α2≥ 0.7, in which 

Cd is the minimum of concrete cover and the clear distance between 

reinforcing bars.  

� α3 is for the effect of confinement by transverse reinforcement and 

given by the following equation: 

  α3 = 1 – Kλ                 (2.7)                   

   Where    1.0≥ α3≥ 0.7  

   λ = (ΣAst - ΣAst,min)/ As 
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 ΣAst cross-sectional area of the transverse reinforcement along the 

design anchorage length lbd 

 ΣAst,min cross-sectional area of the minimum transverse reinforcement = 

0.25 As for beams and 0 for slabs  

   As area of a single anchored bar with maximum bar diameter 

   K value is shown in figure 2.16 

 

 

 

Figure 2.16: Values of K for beams and slabs 

 

� α4 is for the influence of one or more welded transverse bars (φt > 0,6φ) 

along the design anchorage length lbd.  

� α5 is for the effect of the pressure transverse to the plane of splitting 

along the design anchorage length. 

• ACI 318-02 

For deformed bars or deformed wires, chapter 12 of ACI 318-02 presents in 

section 12.2 equation for the development length as shown in equation (2.8). 

Bond strength is calculated by considering yield force of the reinforcing bar as 

the pull-out force and using embedment length from equation (2.8). 

�� = � 	
� �����
����
�������� �� ��               (2.8) 

As 
Ast 

K = 0.1 
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Where: 

� c     = spacing or concrete cover. The smaller of either distance from 

the centre of bar to the nearest concrete surface or one-half the centre-

to-centre spacing or the bars (inch) 

� db   = nominal diameter of reinforcing bar 

� fy    = yield strength of reinforcement (psi) 

� Ktr  = transverse reinforcement index = 
����� !��"# (psi)  where: 

� Atr  = total-cross sectional area of all transverse reinforcement that 

is within the spacing s and that crosses the potential plane of 

splitting through the reinforcement being developed (inch2) 

� fyt = specified yield strength of transverse reinforcement (psi) 

� s    = maximum centre-to-centre of transverse reinforcement within 

ld (inch) 

� n  = number of bars or wires being spliced or developed. 

� fc` = specified compressive strength of concrete (psi). 

� ld   = development length of deformed bars and deformed wires in 

tension (inch) 

� α    = reinforcement location factor which is considered (1.3) in case 

more than 12 in (304.8 mm) of fresh concrete is casted below the 

reinforcing bar. Otherwise it should be has a value of (1.0) which is the 

case in all bars of this study 

� β  = coating factor that is considered to be (1.0) for uncoated 

reinforcement.  
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� γ     = reinforcement size actor. Equals to (0.8) for all bars and 

deformed wires smaller than No. 6 (19.05 mm) 

� λ    = lightweight aggregate concrete factor. 

• ACI 408-01 

ACI committee 408 has updated the analytical equations for bond strength in 

the study of Zuo and Darwin (2000). Minor changes have been added by the 

ACI committee, only three numbers differ between Zuo and Dawrin (2000) 

and the ACI 408-01. 

For the bars without any transverse reinforcement, the bond strength is 

given by equation (2.9) while equation (2.10) gives the bond strength for bars 

with transverse reinforcement. ACI 408-01 has adopted same restriction, 

equation (2.11) as in Zuo and Darwin (2000) to limit the applicability to cases 

in which a splitting failure governs. All equations are converted into SI system 

and presented as follow: 

( )
 

= = + + +    
 

1/ 4 1/ 4 maxmin' ' min1.43 0.5 57.4 0.1 0.90c b s d b bc cT A f cl c d A
cf f

                     (2.9)  

( )
 +  

= = = + + + + +     
  

1/21/4 1/4 1/4 'maxmin' ' ' min1.43 0.5 57.4 0.1 0.90 8.9 558b c s b s trd b b r d cc c cT T T A f c NAl c d A t t fc nf f f  (2.10) 

 

where: 

Ab = area of bar being developed 

Atr = area of each stirrup or tie crossing the potential plane of splitting  

( )
    

+ + + ≤    
   

1/ 2'maxmin min 6.261 0.5 0.1 0.90 4.0r d trb cb c t t Ac d f
d c sn

     (2.11) 
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adjacent to the reinforcement being developed 

cmax = maximum of bottom concrete cover of the reinforcing bar, side 

concrete  cover of reinforcing bar or half of the clear spacing between 

bars 

cmin = minimum of bottom concrete cover of the reinforcing bar, side   

concrete cover of reinforcing bar or half of the clear spacing between 

bars  

db = diameter of bar 

fc` = concrete compressive strength based on (150 X 300 mm) cylinders 

fs = stress in reinforcing bar 

ld = development length 

M = ratio of the average yield strength to the design yield strength if the  

developed bar 

N = number of transverse stirrups within the development length 

N = number of bars being developed 

Tc = concrete contribution to total bond force, the bond force that would be  

developed without transverse reinforcement 

Tb = total bond force of a developed or spliced bar 

Ts = steel contribution to total bond force, the additional bond strength  

provided by the transverse steel 

tr = term representing the effect of relative rib area on Ts 

          = 9.6Rr + 0.28 

td = term representing the effect of bar size on Ts 
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= 0.03db+0.22 

Rr = bearing area / shearing area = hr / sr, see figure 1.17. 

 

 

Figure 2.17: Definition of Rr (ACI 408.3R) 

• CEB-FIP Model code 

The Comite Euro-International du Beton and federation Internationale de la 

Precontraine (CEB-FIP) 1990 has presented an expression for the 

development length of straight reinforcing bars ad splice lengths. The SI 

version of the development length is: 

 − 
= + − +   

    −
 
 

∑ ∑ ,minmin 2' 31 1.15 0.15 16.55 2.7510tr tr ybb b b cA A Mfl c Kd d A f          (2.12) 

The bond strength can be calculated using the development length from equation 

(2.12) and considering the maximum pull-out force equals to the yield force of the 

reinforcing bar: 

where: 

Ab = area of largest bar being developed 
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Atr = area of each stirrup or tie crossing the potential plane of splitting  

adjacent to the reinforcement being developed 

∑Atr  = 0.25Ab for beams and 0 for slabs 

cmin = minimum of bottom concrete cover of the reinforcing bar, side   

concrete cover of reinforcing bar or half of the clear spacing between 

bars 

db = diameter of bar 

fc` = concrete compressive strength based on ( 150 X 300 mm) cylinders 

fy = yield strength of steel being developed 

K = 0.10 for a bar confined at a corner bend of a stirrup or tie 

 = 0.05 for a bar confined by a single leg of a stirrup or tie 

 = 0 for a bar that is not confined 

ld = development length  

M = ratio of the average yield strength to the designed yield strength of 

the developed bar 

2.1.9.2 Analytical models expressions 

Four models are shown in this study as follow: 

• Zuo and Darwin (1998,2000) 

Zuo and Darwin (1998, 2000) have extended the work of Darwin et al. 

(1996). They have done a wide range of tests, more than 300 specimens, in 

order to examine the bond interaction between concrete and reinforcing steel. 
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The study of Zuo and Darwin (1998, 2000) came out with two expressions for 

bond strength based on that fc`1/4 is the most realistic value to represent the 

contribution of concrete to the bond strength 

( )
 

= = + + +   
 

1/ 4 1/ 4 maxmin' ' min1.43 0.5 56.2 0.1 0.90c b s d b bc cT A f cl c d A
cf f

          (2.13) 

( )
 +  

= = = + + + + +     
  

1/21/ 4 1/ 4 1/ 4 'maxmin' ' ' min1.43 0.5 56.2 0.1 0.90 9 744b c s b s trd b b r d cc c cT T T A f c NAl c d A t t fc nf f f            (2.14) 

 

Both equations (2.13&2.14) are limited to splitting failure mode so equation (2.15) is 

presented with Zuo and Darwin (1998, 2000) study to limit the applicability of their 

expressions. 

( )
    

+ + + ≤    
   

1/ 2'maxmin min 6.261 0.5 0.1 0.90 4.0r d trb cb c t t Ac d f
d c sn

          (2.15) 

Where: 

Ab = area of bar being developed 

Atr = area of each stirrup or tie crossing the potential plane of splitting  

adjacent to the reinforcement being developed 

cmax = maximum of bottom concrete cover of the reinforcing bar, side 

concrete  cover of reinforcing bar or half of the clear spacing between 

bars 

cmin = minimum of bottom concrete cover of the reinforcing bar, side   
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concrete cover of reinforcing bar or half of the clear spacing between 

bars  

db = diameter of bar 

fc` = concrete compressive strength based on (150 X 300 mm) cylinders 

fs = stress in reinforcing bar 

ld = development length 

N = number of transverse stirrups within the development length 

n = number of bars being developed 

Tc = concrete contribution to total bond force, the bond force that would be  

developed without transverse reinforcement 

Tb = total bond force of a developed or spliced bar 

Ts = steel contribution to total bond force, the additional bond strength  

provided by the transverse steel 

tr = term representing the effect of relative rib area on Ts 

          = 9.6Rr + 0.28 

td = term representing the effect of bar size on Ts 

= 0.03db+0.22 

Rr = bearing area / shearing area = hr / sr  

Figure 22 shows a drawing for Rr as it is defined by ACI 408.3R 

• Orangun, Jirsa and Breen ( 1975, 1977) 

Orangun, Jirsa and Breen (1975, 1977) have done a number of 

experimental tests and used regression analysis in order to develop two 

expressions for calculating bond strength of a reinforcing steel bar with and 
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without confinement. Equations (2.16 & 2.17) represent bond strength for non- 

confined and confined bars respectively. 

= + +min' 0.10 0.25 4.15c bb dcu dcd lf               (2.16)

+
= = + + +min' ' 0.10 0.25 4.15

41.5
tr ytb c s bb d bc c A fu u u dc

d l sndf f
          (2.17)

 
+ + ≤ 

 
min1 0.4 2.5

10.34
tr ytbb A fc d

d sn
             (2.18) 

Where: 

Atr = area of each stirrup or tie crossing the potential plane of splitting  

adjacent to the reinforcement being developed 

cmin = minimum of bottom concrete cover of the reinforcing bar, side   

concrete cover of reinforcing bar or half of the clear spacing between 

bars  

db = diameter of bar 

fc` = concrete compressive strength based on (150 X 300 mm) cylinders 

fyt = yield strength of transverse reinforcement 

ld = development length 

n = number of bars being developed 

s = spacing of transverse reinforcement 

ub = bond strength of a bar confined by transverse reinforcement 

uc = average bond strength at failure of bar nor confined by transverse 

reinforcement  
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us = bond strength of a bar attributed to the confinement provided by the 

transverse reinforcement 

• Darwin et al. (1996) 

Dawrin et al. (1996) have used the data provided by Orangun, Jirsa 

and Breen to and came out with two equations (2.19 & 2.20) to calculate bond 

strength of non-confined and confined reinforcing bars respectively. Darwin et 

al. (1996) have done more laboratories tests and extended their equation to 

include the effect of relative rib area Rr as they have found out that it has a 

major contribution to the bond strength of reinforcement. 

Dawrin et al. have also limit the applicability of their equations to cases in 

which splitting failure occurs as presented in equation (1.21). 

( )
 

= = + + +    
 

1/ 4 1/ 4 maxmin' ' min1.5 0.5 51 0.1 0.90c b s d b bc cT A f cl c d A
cf f

             (2.19) 

Where $0.1 �()*�(+, + 0.9/ ≤ 1.25     

( )
 +

= = = + + + + +   
 

1/ 4 1/ 4 1/ 4 maxmin' ' ' min1.5 0.5 51 0.1 0.90 53.3 1019b c s b s trd b b r dc c cT T T A f c NAl c d A t tc nf f f  (2.20) 

( )
    

+ + + ≤    
   

maxmin min 35.31 0.5 0.1 0.90 4.0r d trbb c t t Ac d
d c sn

         (2.21)         

Where: 

Ab = area of bar being developed 

Atr = area of each stirrup or tie crossing the potential plane of splitting  

adjacent to the reinforcement being developed 
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cmax = maximum of bottom concrete cover of the reinforcing bar, side 

concrete  cover of reinforcing bar or half of the clear spacing between 

bars 

cmin = minimum of bottom concrete cover of the reinforcing bar, side   

concrete cover of reinforcing bar or half of the clear spacing between 

bars  

db = diameter of bar 

fc` = concrete compressive strength based on (150 X 300 mm) cylinders 

fs = stress in reinforcing bar 

ld = development length 

N = number of transverse stirrups within the development length 

n = number of bars being developed 

Tc = concrete contribution to total bond force, the bond force that would be  

developed without transverse reinforcement 

Tb = total bond force of a developed or spliced bar 

Ts = steel contribution to total bond force, the additional bond strength  

provided by the transverse steel 

tr = term representing the effect of relative rib area on Ts 

          = 9.6Rr + 0.28 

td = term representing the effect of bar size on Ts 

= 0.03db+0.22 

Rr = bearing area / shearing area = hr / sr  

Figure 22 shows a drawing for Rr as it is defined by ACI 408.3R 
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• Esfahani and Rangan (1998) 

Esfahani and rangan (1998) have done a series of tests and developed 

an analytical model for reinforcing bars not confined with stirrups based on 

Tepfers (1973). They have come out with two expressions based on the 

specified compressive strength of concrete. They have specified (50 MPa) as 

a limit for using the expressions 

For fc`< 50 MPa: 

( )

( )
π

 
+ +    = = + 

   + + 
 

min' ' minmin 10.5 1
2.7 0.12 0.88

3.6 1.85 0.024

bc b s meddc c b c dT A f cMl
ccf f M

d

      (2.22) 

Where: 

Ab = area of bar being developed 

cmin = minimum of bottom concrete cover of the reinforcing bar, side  

concrete cover of reinforcing bar or (half of the clear spacing between 

bars + bar radius) 

cmed = median of bottom concrete cover of the reinforcing bar, side  

concrete cover of reinforcing bar or (half of the clear spacing between 

bars + bar radius) 

db = diameter of bar 

fc` = concrete compressive strength based on (150 X 300 mm) cylinders 

fs = stress in reinforcing bar 

ld = development length 

Tc = concrete contribution to total bond force, the bond force that would be  

developed without transverse reinforcement 
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2.2 Ductility literature review 

2.2.1 Introduction 

Concrete ductility is the ability to absorb energy by developing large 

deformation while retaining the integrity of the structure. It plays an important role in 

developing alternative loading path upon overloading, withstanding seismic and 

impact loadings and providing adequate robustness without causing disproportional 

failure (Kwan et al, 2002).  

2.2.2 Definition of ductility 

Ductility can be broadly defined as the ability of the member/structure to 

withstand load while incurring additional deformation beyond the maximum point, 

Ahmad et al (1995). Another definition for ductility was given by NIST (2007) as an 

ability of the members and their connections to maintain their strength through large 

deformation and load distribution associated with the loss of key structural elements. 

Beeby (1997) reported that ductility is a property which has been valued in 

reinforced concrete design from an early stage in the development of the material. In 

some areas the requirements for ductility and the means of providing it have been 

extensively researched while, in others, understanding does not extend beyond a 

qualitative feel for its benefits. The reasons generally given for requiring ductility are: 

• Provide ‘robustness’ which is an ability to withstand unforeseen local 

accidents without progressive collapse. 

• Give warning of incipient collapse by the development of large deformations 

prior to collapse. 
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• Enable moments in indeterminate structures to redistribute themselves near 

ultimate so that intentional and unintentional deviations from the ‘true’ bending 

moment distribution can be accommodated; 

• Enable major distortions to be accommodated and energy to be absorbed 

without collapse during an earthquake in seismic regions. 

A coordinate research program set by Commission of the Committee 

European de Beton (CEB) in 1967 in order to establish rules governing the 

ductility of reinforced concrete. The research took place in many countries and 

laboratories and the results were brought together as one report. CEB results 

have characterized ductility by the plastic rotational capacity (өp) which was given 

by the equation: 

)/(004.0 xdb =θ         (2.23)  

A typical moment-rotation relationship for simply supported double reinforced 

concrete subjected to a concentrated load at the mid-span is shown in figure 2.18.  

In the initial stage of the curve, the beam is under elastic behaviour and no cracks` 

will be observed. Concrete starts to crack and loose stiffness at point B, but still both 

steel and concrete considered to be elastic. Moving to point C one of the two 

materials, either steel or concrete or both of them, will become inelastic, depending 

where the section is under or over reinforced. At point D maximum moment is 

obtained and starts to decrease after D with a rate that depends on the amount of 

reinforcement in the section. 
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Figure 2.18: Typical curve for moment-curvature relationship (Rudi, 2007) 

  

Park and paulay (1975) proposed an expression for the curvature: 

i

i

x

ε
ϕ =      (2.24) 

where: 

ε: is the steel strain at central point i. 

x: is the depth of the neutral axis at central position i. 

They also stated that, at the ultimate moment capacity, point D in figure 2.18, a 

plastic hinge forms in the beam. The hinge does not form at the loaded cross 

section; instead, a length (Lp) of the beam becomes plastic. Hence, өp (the rotational 

capacity) will be given as: 
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where: 

ε1 & εu: the steel strain at points C & D, respectively, in figure 1. 

x1 & xu: the neutral axis depth at points C & D, respectively, in figure 1. 
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          Commonly two failure modes have been addressed by Beeby (1994) for 

simply supported reinforced concrete beams subjected to concentrated load at the 

mid span: 

• Ductile failure with cracking over a large length on each side of the critical 

sections 

• Non-ductile failure with one major crack at the critical section. 

 

As a conclusion, ductility can be defined as an added property to the structure 

and presented by the large deformations at certain level of load. Therefore, it gives 

more time to the building to survive and provides notations before failure. Based on 

that, ductility should be deemed as important as strength; there is no point of 

designing structures which sustain high loads and then fail suddenly when load 

reaches the maximum strength of the structure. It is efficient to have ductility 

especially in regions where the possibility of unexpected impacts is high so more 

time will be given to the structure to be evacuated before failure or it will not fail 

abruptly due to sudden raise in the applied load. 

 

2.2.3 Definition of ductility factor µ 

There is no simple method for direct evaluation of the flexural ductility of 

reinforced concrete structures. Most of the previous studies have chosen the symbol 

µ to represent ductility as in the researches of Beeby (1997), Kwan (2002), Park 

(1988), etc., and have commonly defined it as ductility factor. This factor can be 

represented by the use of deformation, where the deformations employed to 

evaluate the ductility factor may be strain, curvature, displacement, deflection or 
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rotation. Within these quantities, many definitions for each of them can be found in 

existing literatures. 

Knoll et al (2003) defined ductility by the general ratio as follows: 

           Ductility = maximum deformation / maximum elastic deformation., 

where the term maximum elastic deformation may sometime be a matter of debate, 

especially for materials or situations where there is gradual decay of stiffness which 

is defined as the ratio of load increment to the deformation increment. 

Curvature has been chosen to define the ductility factor µ in the technical 

paper that has been published by Park and Ruitong (1988). According to their study, 

the ductility of a section is normally expressed as the curvature ductility factor: 

µ =Фu/Фy                                  (2.26) 

where Фy is the curvature when the tension reinforcement first reaches the yield 

strength and Фu is the ultimate curvature normally defined for unconfined concrete as 

when the concrete compression strain reaches a specified limiting value. The 

suggested value by Park and Ruitong (1988) for the limiting concrete compression 

strain in the extreme fibre at ultimate curvature was assumed to be εcu = 0.004. As 

explained in the paper, that assumption was based on the fact that this value can be 

regarded as a conservative value for the strain at the extreme compression fibre 

when concrete begins to spall. By reviewing the code quoted in that paper, i.e. ACI 

code, it can be noticed that a strain value of 0.004 is the maximum value which is 

allowed by the code for the strain in the compression fibre. 
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Park and Ruitong (1988) did their analysis on doubly reinforced beams and 

therefore Фu and Фy can be expressed by the following equations based on figure 

2.19: 

)1( kd

Ef sy

y
−

=φ                   (2.27) 
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φ =                  (2.28) 

Where:  fy: yield strength of steel 

Es: modulus of elasticity of steel 

d: the depth from extreme compression fibre to the centred of the 

tension reinforcement 

k: neutral axis depth factor 

εcu: specified limiting value that the concrete strain reaches at the 

extreme compression fibre 

c: neutral axis depth 

 

(a) At first yield curvature                   (b) At ultimate curvature 

Figure 2.19: Doubly reinforced concrete beam section with flexure (Park and 

Ruitong, 1988) 
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It is clear from equation 4 that the ductility factor is related to the neutral axis 

depth which is presented by the factor K. 

Beeby (1997) has also agreed that the plastic rotation capacity is proportional 

to the ratio of the neutral axis depth to the effective depth (x/d) to a certain point and 

starts to decrease as x/d starts to increase beyond that point. By considering d as a 

constant it can be said that plastic rotational capacity is proportional to the neutral 

axis depth. That will lead to conclude a relation between reinforcement ratio (RR) 

and ductility as neutral axis depth is proportional to the reinforcement ratio (RR). 

Figure 2.20 illustrates the relationship between the plastic rotational capacity and x/d 

ratio. 

 

Figure 2.20: Relative neutral axis depth x/d versus rotational capacity (Beeby, 1997) 
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Deflection has been used in the paper that was published by Pam et al (2001) 

for the purpose of defining the ductility factor µ. Pam and her colleagues have 

chosen deflection to represent ductility as it is easy to be measured. The ductility 

factor was given by Pam et al (2001) as follows: 

y∆

∆
= maxµ         (2.29) 

∆max is the maximum deflection at which the load has been dropped to 85% of 

the maximum applied load in the descending part of the load-deflection curve. The 

researchers have stated that this definition has the advantages that it can be applied 

to basically all kinds of structures and is relatively easy to determine either 

analytically or experimentally; having taken into account the ability of the material to 

deform beyond the peak load. 

∆y is the deflection at an equivalent elastic-plastic system with its equivalent 

elastic stiffness taken as the secant stiffness at 75% of the ultimate load at the real 

system. 

Figure 2.21 shows the location of both ∆max and ∆y. It can be seen that the 

value of ∆y is actually equal to 4/3 time the value of ∆ at 75% of the ultimate load. 
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Figure 2.21: Definitions of ∆max and ∆y (Pam et al, 2001) 

 

In another study, Kwan et al (2002) published a paper which carried out a 

similar definition for ductility as in the research of Park and Ruitong (1988) which 

was given in equation 2.26. Kwan et al (2002) defined both curvatures Фu and Фy in 

a different way as follows: 

Фu is the ultimate curvature at which the resisting moment has dropped to 80% of the 

peak moment in the descending part. 

Фy is the yield curvature and defined as the curvature at the hypothetical yield point 

of an equivalent elastic-plastic system whose equivalent elastic stiffness is taken as 

the secant stiffness at 0.75 of the peak moment before the peak moment is reached 

and yield strength is taken as the peak moment; the yield curvature is then defined 

as the curvature at 0.75 of the peak moment divided by 0.75. It can be noticed that 

Фy in Kwan’s study has a similar definition as ∆y which was mentioned previously in 

Pam at al’s (2001) paper. 
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Load-deflection curve was employed to represent the ductility in the study of 

Ahmad et al (1995). In the research of Ahmad and his colleagues, the ductility factor 

was referred to as shear ductility factor as the load-deflection curve was strictly 

representing the deflection ductility of shear-critical beams. This is because the study 

has been used a total of 15 shear-critical reinforced concrete beams with and without 

shear reinforcement. 

Ahmad et al (1995) have reported that the shear ductility ratio µ can be 

expressed as the ratio of the area of the load-deflection response up to 3∆0 to the 

area up to ∆0.  

∆0 can be defined as the deflection corresponding to the maximum load Pmax. 

Figure 5 represents a load-deflection diagram for reinforced concrete beam, relying 

on the definition that was given by Ahmad et al (1995) and noticing the areas under 

curve in figure 2.22; the shear ductility ratio can be defined using the following 

formula: 

1

21

A

AA +
=µ         (2.30) 

 

Figure 2.22: Load-deflection diagram for definition of shear ductility ratio (Ahmad et 

al, 1995) 
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Pam et al (2001) did an experimental investigation for twenty rectangular 

singly reinforced concrete beams. The beams were casted using normal and high 

strength concrete and loaded as simply supported beams, figure 2.23 shows the 

tested beams cross section and the loading arrangement. 

 

Figure 2.23: Beam cross section and loading arrangement (Pam et al, 2001) 

  

Pam and her colleagues discussed the results that were found by the 

experimental work and used the regression analysis to develop a simple formula for 

estimating the flexural ductility of normal and high strength concrete. The parameters 

that were used in the developed formula are tension and balanced steel ratios (ρ and 

ρb, respectively) and the concrete cube compressive strength was adopted as 

follows: 

( ) ( ) 75.03.0
5.9

−−
= bcuf ρρµ                (2.31) 

The later formula is not expected to be very accurate, but at least can give a 

guideline for ductility evaluation and control. 
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The formula that was presented by Pam et al (2001) is for singly reinforced 

beams. Kwan et al (2002) performed an analysis for doubly reinforced beams and 

therefore it was necessary to add the compression reinforcement ratio (ρc) to 

equation 2.31. The new formula that Kwan et al (2002) developed is: 

( ) ( )[ ] 25.145.0
/7.10

−−
−= boctcof ρρρµ            (2.32) 

It can be noticed that the balanced steel ratio in Kwan’s formula is expressed 

by the term (ρbo) and was defined as the balanced steel ratio of the same beam 

section with no compression steel, while in Pam’s study the balanced steel ratio (ρb) 

was defined as the balanced steel ratio of the actual beam section, already Pam’s 

beams were singly reinforced, and expressed by the term (ρb). For that reason we 

can attribute the difference in defining the balanced steel ratio between equations 

2.31 & 2.32, as if Kwan kept the term (ρb) that will represent the balanced steel ratio 

of the beam section and will be considered to take the compression reinforcement 

into account while equation 2.32 was based on the balanced steel ratio for the beam 

section with no compression steel. 

Comparing all the ductility factor definitions which have been mentioned, it is 

clear that Pam et al (2001) adopted the most conservative definition. Pam defined 

the ultimate deformation as when load drops down to 85% of the peak load, which is 

the smallest value for deformation among all other studies. This will lead to a smaller 

ductility factor µ and therefore being more conservative in defining the level of 

ductility of a structure. 
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As Ahmad et al (1995) have defined the ductility factor in a different way as 

the area under Load-displacement curve was used to define the ductility factor. It 

also can be said that Pam et al (2000) is more conservative than Ahmad’s study. 

Figure 2.22 shows that Ahmad has defined the ultimate deformation at a load value 

less than 50% of the maximum load, which is less than Pam’s one of 85%. 

As a conclusion, it can be said that equation 2.31, which is presented by Pam 

et al (2000), is safer than equation 2.32 from design point of view. This is due to the 

fact that equation 2.31 was developed based on the most conservative definition for 

ductility factor. 

2.2.4 Factors affecting ductility 

In order to evaluate the ductility of a concrete member, most of the 

researchers use a non-linear analysis extended well into the post-peak range, so 

that the complete load-deflection or moment-curvature curve may be obtained. In 

such an analysis the following assumptions should be made as stated in the paper of 

HO et al (2003): 

1. Plane sections before bending remain plane after bending: this implies that 

the bending strain in the section is proportional to the distance from the 

neutral axis. 

2. The tensile strength of the concrete may be neglected: any tensile stress that 

exists in the concrete near the neutral axis is small and has a small lever arm 

leading to negligible contribution to the moment resistance. 

3. There is no bond-slip between the reinforcement bars and the concrete: this 

assumption implies that the strain in the reinforcement is equal to that of the 
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concrete. The assumption is accurate except near cracks where there tends 

to be some bond-slip. 

 

Beeby (1997) has stated the following three aspects, as shown in figure 2.24, 

which ductility can be affected: 

• Ductility reduces with reducing reinforcement ratio where failure is due to 

rupture of the reinforcement. 

• The ductility is markedly affected by the ductility properties of the 

reinforcement. 

• Ductility reduces with increasing section depth and increases with increasing 

span/effective depth ratio. 
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Figure 2.24: Effects of many aspects on ductility (Beeby, 1997)

 (c) Influence of reinforcement percentage on rotational capacity 
 (a) Span/depth ratio versus rotation capacity 

(d) Influence of beam’s depth on the rotational capacity 

 (b) Effective depth d versus rotational capacity 
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As a conclusion of the parameters that ductility can be affected with, it can be 

said that the major factors affecting ductility in reinforced concrete structures are: 

• Tension steel ratio ρ and tension to balanced steel ratio ρ/ ρb  

• Concrete strength. 

• Presence and ratio of concrete confinement. 

• Yield strength and ductility of reinforcing steel. 

The effect of these parameters will be discussed and compared as presented 

in relevant researches and studies, i.e. Pam et al (2000), Ahmad et al (1995), Kwan 

et al (2002), etc 

Park and Ruitong (1988) have done a curvature analysis for doubly reinforced 

beams sections. They have tried different values for the concrete compressive strain 

in the top fiber ,εce, and calculated the tension steel ration ρ and associated Фu/Фy 

based on a given ρ’/ρ, fy and f’c. Equations 2.26, 2.27 & 2.28 were used to calculate 

the ductility factor µ in Park and Ruitong analysis.  The found values enabled the 

curves of Фu/Фy versus ρ to be traced as shown in figure 2.25. 

ehere:        ρ=As/bd ;           ρ’=A’s/bd 

As mentioned in the preceding section of this review, Kwan et al (2002) 

adopted the same definition for ductility factor as Park and Ruitong (1988) with 

different definitions for Фu and Фy. Based on that an analysis has been carried out 

again for the ductility of a doubly reinforced beam section and the values of the 

ductility factor µ were plotted against the tension steel ratio ρt, as shown in figure 

2.26. Different concrete grades and tension and compression steel ratios were used 

in Kwan et al (2002) analysis as in park and Ruitong one. 
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Relying on Figures 2.25 & 2.26, it can be noticed that with other variables held 

constant the ductility of a section will increase if the tension steel ratio ρ is 

decreased, compression steel ratio ρc or ρ’ is increased, concrete strength and 

reinforcement yield strength in decreased. More detailed discussion and reasons 

behind each of the previous correlations will be discussed individually. 

 

Figure 2.25: Variation of curvature ductility factor Фu/Фy for reinforced concrete 

beams with unconfined concrete (Park and Ruitong, 1988) 
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Figure 2.26: Ductility factor plotted against tension steel ratio ρt (Kwan, et al, 2002) 

(a) ρc=0% (b) ρc=0.5% (c) ρc=1% (d) ρc=1.5% 

 

2.2.4.1 Effect of concrete strength fc` 

At a given tension steel ratio, the ductility increases in parallel with concrete 

grade. Kwan et al (2002) stated that the increase in ductility seems not to be 

accurate as the high strength concrete is a brittle material, but in fact the major factor 

affecting the ductility in a beam is the degree of the beam being under or over 

reinforced. Actually the increase in the ductility due to the reduction in the ρt/ρb ratio 
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has overweighed the decrease in the ductility due to the reduction of the ductility of 

the concrete itself. The reduction in the ρt/ρb ratio is due to the lower values that ρb 

will obtain as the concrete grade goes higher. In another research by Kwan et al 

(2006), it has been found that at a given steel ratio, the flexural ductility increases 

with the concrete grade but at the same tension steel to balanced steel ratio (i.e. at 

the same degree of under or over reinforcement), the flexural ductility decreases with 

the concrete grade. Hence, if reinforced to the same degree of under/over-

reinforcement, an RC beam cast of high strength concrete HSC would have a 

significantly lower flexural ductility than that of a similar beam cast of normal 

concrete. 

 

2.2.4.2 Effect of tension steel ratio ρ & tension to balanced steel ratio ρ/ ρb 

Ductility will decrease at a fixed concrete grade while increasing the tension 

steel ratio. It has been mentioned in the study of Pam et al (2001) that if the amount 

of reinforcement is small, the tension reinforcement will yield before the concrete is 

crushed and the beam will fail in a ductile manner. Where if the amount of tension 

reinforcement is large, the concrete will be crushed without prior yielding of the 

tension reinforcement and the beam will fail in a brittle manner. That can explain the 

reason behind decreasing the ductility while increasing the tension steel ratio, as 

when the tension steel amount increases the beam section will tend to be more as 

an over reinforced section and less as an under reinforced section. 

Kwan et al (2002) proposed the following equation based on figure 2.27: 

xφε =              (2.33) 
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Equation 2.33 represents the strain developed in a beam section ε in terms of 

the curvature Ф and the distance from the neutral axis x. Based on equation 2.33, 

moment-curvature analysis for the beam section have been carried out as explained 

in figure 2.28. After getting all the results, a moment-curvature graph was plotted and 

shown in figure 2.29. 

 

Figure 2.27: Double reinforced beam section subjected to bending moment (Kwan 

et al, 2002) 
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Assume a neutral axis 
depth

Prescribed curvatures 
value is applied to 

Equation 7

Strains are evaluated 
then followed by stresses

Axial equilibrium is 
checked

Iterative procedure to 
adjust the neutral axis 

depth

Equilibrium not 
verified

Resisting moment is 
determined through moment 

equilibrium condition

Equilibrium 
verified

 

Figure 2.28: Moment-curvature analysis for reinforced beam sections. 
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  Figure 2.29: Complete moment curvature curves (Kwan et al, 2002) 

(a) ρt/ρb=0.5, ρc=0%  (b) ρt/ρb =1.5, ρc=0% 

(c) ρt/ρb =0.5, ρc=1%  (d) ρt/ρb =1.5, ρc=1% 

 

It is clear from figure 2.29 that both charts a & c are under-reinforced as ρt/ρb 

is less than one, on the other hand b & d are over-reinforced as ρt/ρb is greater than 

one. From the same figure a major difference in the moment-curvature curves 

between under and over reinforced sections can be adopted. In the under-reinforced 

sections the curve is linear before reaching the peak moment, and then a long yield 
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plateau is performed which is followed by a drop in the resisting moment more 

rapidly until complete failure. In the case of over-reinforced sections the moment-

curvature curve is more likely taking the shape of a single smooth curve with a sharp 

peak indicating a brittle mode of failure. Comparing the behaviour of both under and 

over reinforced sections, it is obvious that under-reinforced beams showed more 

ductility in the post-peak and failure stages. 

2.2.4.3 Effect of compression steel ratio ρc or ρ’ 

           It is evident in figures 2.25 & 2.26 that ductility will increase when 

compression steel ratio increases with other variables held constant. Chau et al 

(2004) discussed the effect of compression steel ratio on ductility and agreed that 

the provision of confinement would always increase the flexural ductility. It does this 

in two ways: first, it increases the balanced steel ratio so that, at the same tension 

steel ratio, the tension to balanced steel ratio is decreased; and second, it increases 

the residual strength and ductility of the concrete so that, at the same tension to 

balanced steel ratio, the flexural ductility of the beam section is increased. 

2.2.4.4 Effect of the yield strength and ductility of reinforcing steel 

No work has been noticed to be done regarding the direct effect of steel 

ductility on the ductility of a beam or a structure. Generally, it can be said that ductile 

steel should has a positive effect on the behaviour of a reinforced beam as it allow 

the beam to suffer a large deformation before failure. The most important factor of 

steel properties is the length of the yield plateau. If steel with long yield plateau is 

used, then the tension bars in a beam will experience quite a large deformation 
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(strain) on the same level of load, yield load. This will affect the flexural resistance of 

the beam negatively and shear failure will be more probable to occur. 

2.2.5 Ductility recommendations by Standards and other researches 

          Generally, it is a good practice to design the beam section under reinforced 

from the ductility point of view as that will ensure the yielding of tension steel before 

the failure of concrete. This kind of failure is called tension failure and it is more 

ductile than the other type of failure such as compression or shear failure. 

Compression failure happens when the tension steel does not yield even when 

concrete fails which results in a brittle mode of failure. This kind of strategy is usually 

suggested to normal strength concrete as was pointed out in the study of Pam et al 

(2001). For the later reason, Pam et al (2001) reported that based on the testing 

results it is more useful to use the provision of confinement for high-strength 

concrete. Confinement will increase the strength of the concrete in the compression 

fibre resulting in a higher strength which allows the steel to yield at an earlier stage 

compared with the same section without confinement. This option will help in 

introducing the failure mode of the beam to be more ductile as the beam section will 

tend to be more likely as an under-reinforced and less as an over-reinforced section. 

           Chau et al (2004) also suggested that high strength concrete needs to be 

controlled for the ductility enhancement by reducing the tension at the f balanced 

steel ratio. Thus for a section cast with high-strength concrete, it may be necessary 

to limit the tension at the balanced steel ratio to a relatively lower value than that that 

is used with normal concrete. In the study of Chau et al (2006), same suggestions 

have been presented as Pam et al (2001) did, which is adding confinement to the 

concrete. Chau assumes that adding confinement can make up the reduction in 
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flexural ductility which is caused due to the increase in the concrete strength. The 

provision of confinement would always increase the flexural ductility. It does this in 

two ways: firstly, it increases the balanced steel ratio so that, at the same tension 

steel ratio, the tension at the balances steel ratio is decreased; and secondly, it 

increases the residual strength and ductility of the concrete so that, at the same 

tension at the balanced steel ratio, the flexural ductility of the beam section is 

increased. In other words, it can be said that the resulting confining stress would 

subject the concrete to tri-axial stress condition, under which it should behave in a 

more ductile manner. 

Standards and codes of practice vary in applying limitations to the designed 

section for the purpose of meeting its ductility requirement. Table 2.2 contains the 

specified limitations which are provided by various codes regarding ductile 

requirements. 

Table 2.2: Code limitations regarding ductility of reinforced concrete beams 

Standard name Suggested limitation 

ACI-318, 1999 ρ/ ρb ≤ 0.75 

ACI-318, 2002 Tension steel strain ≥ 0.004 when concrete fails 

BS-8110 Neutral axis depth /d ≤ 0.5 

NZS-3101, 1995 

(New Zealand code) 

Neutral axis depth / Neutral axis depth of the balanced 

section < 0.75 

EC2 
Neutral axis depth / d ≤ 0.45 if fcu < 50 MPa 

Neutral axis depth / d ≤ 0.35 if fcu ≥ 50 MPa 
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As noticed from table 2.2, EC2 is the only code that specifies different 

restrictions associated with different concrete strength while the restrictions in other 

codes are applied for all grades of concrete. 

Based on the ACI-318 code published in 1999, Kwan et al (2002) suggested 

that it is a good practice in the conventional RC design to limit the tension steel ratio 

in a singly reinforced beam section to be not more than 75% of the balanced steel 

ratio. This ratio will give a minimum ductility factor of 3.32 for beams made of normal-

strength concrete with compressive strength equal to 30 MPa. So it has been 

suggested in their study that the value of 3.32 should be regarded as an absolute 

minimum ductility value to be provided in all reinforced concrete beams. Kwan and 

his colleagues used the value of 3.32 as it was the ductility value provided by ACI 

and New Zealand codes of practice for singly reinforced beams. 

Another research for Kwan et al (2006) has concluded that in the ACI 318-

1999, the tension to balanced steel ratio is limited to a maximum of 0.75. At a 

concrete grade fc of 30MPa, this would provide a minimum ductility factor µ of 3.32. 

In BS 8110, the neutral axis to effective depth ratio is limited to 0.5. At a concrete 

grade fc of 30MPa, this would provide a minimum ductility factor µ of 3.22. In order to 

maintain a consistent level of minimum flexural ductility, it is proposed to set a 

minimum fixed value of 3.32 or 3.22 for the ductility factor µ. In the same research 

the researchers use the trial-and-error numerical process to relate the amounts of 

compression and/or confining reinforcement, needed to maintain a minimum ductility 

factor of µ =3.32 or µ=3.22 regardless of the concrete grade, have been determined 

and expressed in terms of the concrete strength in two formulas as follows: 
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30543350 −=+ crc ffρ     According to ACI 318-99 (µ =3.32) 

30392570 −=+ crc ffρ         According to BS 8110     (µ =3.22) 

Using the previous two formulas the designer has the flexibility of putting in 

more compression reinforcement and less confining reinforcement, or vice versa, 

depending on the situation and the relative cost-effectiveness of the two different 

types of reinforcement. 

2.3 Knowledge gap and summary 

The literature review presented the critical and up-to-date studies and 

researches regarding the bond and ductility performance of RC members. The 

literature review also presented the key findings from different researchers and it can 

be divided into the following categories: 

• Experimental testing methods for examining bond interaction between 

concrete and reinforcing steel. 

• Analytical models and codes of practice suggestions to investigate the bond 

strength of RC members. 

• Different experimental methods of flexural testing to evaluate the flexural 

behavior and ductility of RC beams. 

• Effects of steel and concrete properties on the bond interaction and flexural 

behavior of RC members. 

The literature review also addressed the properties and factors affecting bond and 

ductility in reinforced concrete structure. The following knowledge gaps were found 

and addressed in this work: 
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• All studies which have been conducted in the past examined only the 

traditional steel classes A, B and C and did not examine any other type of 

steel. in this study a new type of steel C’, which is identified to be close to C 

class from ductility point of view is examined to see how it can affect the bond 

and ductility performance of RC structures. 

• Different reinforcing steel elements are used in this study, i.e. single steel bars 

and steel welded meshes while in previous studies, the same style of 

reinforcing steel elements were used in an experimental work to investigate 

the bond or flexural behavior of reinforced concrete. 

• Previous studies concerned steel bars of the different rib specifications but all 

steel bars had two longitudinal ribs running along the bar. No investigations 

have been performed to check the effect of having more than two longitudinal 

ribs in the reinforcing steel. In this work, one type of the reinforcing steel has 

four longitudinal ribs  running along the steel. Investigations and laboratory 

work has also been carried out to discover the effect of the presence of more 

longitudinal ribs on the bond and ductility of the RC member. 

2.4 Research methodology 

The aim and objectives will be achieved through experimental and analytical 

methods as it is documented in the thesis. The experimental and analytical work is 

as follow:  

• Conducting a series of pull-out and ductility tests to investigate the 

bond strength and ductility of reinforced concrete slabs and beams 

using different types of steel bars and meshes. Evaluating the 
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influence of reinforcement types and different spacing values on the 

ductility and bond strength. This part of experimental work consists of 

two phases: 

� Phase 1: bond strength or pull-out test of RC beams and slabs 

will be conducted to study the effects of variables on bond 

performance, such as the steel bars surface rib pattern, steel 

mesh size, shear links spacing and the presence of steel 

mesh. 

� Phase 2: RC beams and slab ductility tests to investigate how 

the reinforcement ductility influences beam or slab ductility. 

• Carrying out parametric studies to propose general design information. 

The behaviour and results for bond and ductility tests will be calculated 

by using design models and results will be compared with test data. 
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Chapter 3: Material Tests and Preparation 

3.1 Introduction 

Prior to the commencement of the full test program, several initial 

preparations and materials tests were carried out. Materials tests follow the standard 

test methods stipulated in the Codes of Practice, e.g. British standards. One of the 

reasons that those tests are to be conducted prior to main test program is to make 

sure that materials which are used in main tests meet the standards’ requirements. 

Materials tests also produce more accurate data which can be used in the following 

calculations and model verifications.  

This chapter covers the material tests for concrete and reinforcing steel which 

are used in both bond and ductility tests. All used steel classes with different 

diameters were subjected to tensile tests and the stress-strain curves are recorded 

for each sample. Some of the RC beams which have been casted for the purpose of 

ductility tests are reinforced with welded steel meshes.  

Since concrete may have different strength depending on curing age at the 

testing day, when casting each group of RC beams, the following concrete 

specimens were also casted: nine cubes, nine cylinders and eight prisms in order to 

determine the compressive strength, indirect tensile strength and modulus of rupture, 

respectively, on the testing day. 

In terms of concrete preparation, all the raw materials are prepared and 

documented later in this chapter. 
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3.2 Steel bars and meshes 

3.2.1 Longitudinal Steel and shear reinforcements 

Standard C and C’ steel were provided by Celsa Steel UK Ltd in addition to 

normal steel classes A and B from the market. Bar diameters of 8, 10 and 12 mm 

bars with a nominal characteristic strength of 500 N/mm2 were chosen for 

longitudinal bars. 8 mm standard class A bar was used for the shear links or for the 

cross bars in welded meshes. Five or four samples of each group were tested using 

a Denison Testing Machine as shown in Figure 3.1. The results are presented in 

Figures 3.3 -3.10 from which material properties were determined. It can be 

observed that B & C’ bars do not have an obvious yield plateau in the stress-strain 

curve; therefore, a 0.2% proof stress, as suggested by the British standards (BS EN 

1992-1-1: 2004) and shown in Figure 3.2, was determined as the equivalence of the 

yield stress. 

Results of material properties are summarised in Table 3.1, it can be seen 

that all bars have achieved yield/proof stress higher than 500 N/mm2. Table 3.1 

shows that bar C’ has an 8% higher value of proof stress than that of the yield stress 

for bar C. In contrast, bar C has a slightly higher (6%) ultimate strain than bar C’. 

Both bars have the similar ratio of yield/proof stress to ultimate strength. 

It is obvious that C and C’ bars are close in terms of ductility to B class but 

can withstand higher loads so the ultimate load of C and C’ bars higher than that of B 

bars. It is noticeable from Figures 3.3-3.10 that A class bars are less ductile than C, 

C’ and B bars. 
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Figure 3.1: Denison machine used for steel bars tensile test  

 

Figure 3.2: Stress-strain diagrams of typical reinforcing steel BS EN 1992-1-1:2004 
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Figure 3.3: Stress-strain curves for C' bars size 8 mm 

Figure 3.4: Stress-strain curves for C’ bars size 10 mm 
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Figure 3.5: Stress-strain curves for C' bars size 12 mm 

 

Figure 3.6: Stress-strain curves for C bars size 10 mm 
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  Figure 3.7: Stress-strain curves for B bars size 10 mm 

 

Figure 3.8: stress-strain curves for A bars of 8 mm diameter 
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Figure 3.9: stress-strain curves for A bars of 10 mm diameter 

 

Figure 3.10: stress-strain curves for A bars of 12 mm diameter 
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Table 3.1: Properties of longitudinal bars tensile test 

Steel 
class & 

size 
Specimen 

Yield stress (fy)/ 0.2 
proof stress (f0.2%) 

(N/mm2) 

Ultimate 
strength(ft) 

(N/mm2) 
ft/fy 

Strain at ultimate 
strength (%) 

C'-8 

1 575 674.7 1.17 9.23 

2 593 674.7 1.14 8.90 

3 570 662.8 1.16 9.38 

4 565 664.8 1.17 13.69 

Average 575 669.3 1.16 10.30 

C’-10 

1 579 677.7 1.17 8.25 

2 583 695.5 1.19 9.19 

3 580 687.9 1.19 10.54 

4 585 685.4 1.17 9.23 

5 585 690.5 1.18 9.30 

Average 582 687.0 1.18 9.10 

C'-12 

1 562 680.3 1.21 11.05 

2 550 666.1 1.21 14.95 

3 562 684.7 1.21 10.03 

4 555 667.0 1.20 11.12 

Average 557 674.5 1.21 11.78 

C-10 

1 542 642.0 1.18 9.98 

2 541 640.7 1.18 9.78 

3 531 630.6 1.19 9.47 

4 532 633.1 1.19 11.01 

5 546 642.0 1.17 9.10 

Average 538 638.0 1.18 9.90 

B-10 

1 511 603.8 1.18 6.75 

2 510 602.5 1.18 6.69 

3 508 597.5 1.17 7.80 

4 502 587.3 1.17 7.10 

Average 508 597.7 1.17 7.09 

A-8 

1 580 632.9 1.09 3.69 

2 595 628.9 1.06 3.68 

3 545 628.9 1.15 3.8 

4 608 636.9 1.05 3.59 

Average 582 631.7 1.08 3.69 

A-10 

1 548 616.6 1.12 5.98 

2 564 622.9 1.10 5.74 

3 564 617.8 1.09 5.84 

4 548 614.0 1.12 5.83 

Average 556 617.8 1.11 5.85 

A-12 

1 612 651.1 1.06 4.98 

2 625 665.3 1.06 5.36 

3 625 655.5 1.05 4.25 

4 631 672.3 1.06 5.87 

Average 622 661.1 1.06 5.11 
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All the tested bars in Table 3.1 meet the requirements of classes A, B & C that are 

shown in Table 3.2. 

Table 3.2: requirements for reinforcing steel bars BS EN 1992-1-1: 2004 

Class A B C 

Characteristic yield strength ƒyk or ƒ0.2%,k 
400-

600 

400-

600 
400-600 

Minimum value of (ƒt/ƒy)k ≥1.05 ≥1.08 
≥1.15 and 

<1.35 

Characteristic strain of reinforcement at maximum 

load εuk (%) 
≥2.5 ≥5.0 ≥7.5 

 

Since all steel classes delivered by Celsamax are cold worked steel, this can 

explain the absence of yield plateau in most of the tested C’ bars as they will be 

strained beyond the yield plateau during cold working because of stretching and then 

unloading, which will lead to a strain hardening effects a result of that work, higher 

yield stresses can be attained with reduced level of strains and the hardening of 

strain commences immediately after the onset of yielding which will lower the 

ductility of the steel as bars will reach the ultimate strength at a lower strain values 

which may hence decrease the ductility of the concrete members reinforced with 

these types of bars. 
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3.2.2 Tension test for welded mesh 

Tension test was carried out for welded meshes to make sure that they agree 

with Section 3.2.5 of EC2 that specifies a joint of welded fabric to be adequate, i.e., it 

should withstand a shearing force equal to a minimum of 25 % of the specified 

characteristic yield stress times the nominal cross sectional area.  The later force 

should be based on the larger sized bar. 

The steel weld for the mesh was tested by applying a load to the longitudinal 

bar for each grade as shown in Figure 3.11. The cross bar was welded in place to 

two other longitudinal bars to enable the central weld strength to be tested. Load was 

applied to the bars and all grades proved to have the weld sufficiently strong and 

satisfying the code requirements 

 

       

(a) Welded steel mesh           (b) Test set up             (c) Steel mesh after test 

Figure 3.11: Steel Mesh Weld Testing 
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3.3 Concrete preparation & mix design 

3.3.1 Cement 

Ordinary Portland Cement (OPC) supplied by Rugby Cement plc was used for 

the concrete mix. Its chemical composition as provided by the manufacturer is given 

in Table 3.3. 

Table 3.3: Cement chemical compositions 

Oxide CaO SiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 MgO SO3 Cl 

% 64.4 20.3 5.7 2.3 1.4 2.9 < 0.02 

 

3.3.2 Fine and coarse aggregate 

Gravel of size 10 mm from Edwin Richards Quarry and sand from Weeford Pit 

were used as the coarse and fine aggregate, respectively. The grading is shown in 

Figure 3.12. 

Figure 3.12: Aggregate grading curves 
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3.3.3 Concrete mix design 

The concrete mix used for all batches was proportioned for a 28 days 

compressive strength of 43 N/mm2 and a slump of 30~60 mm. The mix proportions 

for each test are presented in Table 3.4. The quantities were based on oven dry 

aggregate materials; moisture content was determined for the used aggregate when 

each batch was cast and due adjustment was made. 

• In each set of two identical concrete blocks, the following concrete standard 

specimens were cast: three cubes, three cylinders and three prisms to 

determine the compressive strength, cylinder split tensile strength and 

modulus of rupture, respectively (see Figure 3.14). As BS EN 206-2013 

recommends to use cylinders for the purpose of determining compressive 

strength, the mean cube strength has been converted into the equivalent 

cylinder strength fcm by following EC2  (BS EN:1992-1-1:2004) as will be 

shown later in part 4.4 of chapter 4. The reason of testing cubes and then 

converting to cylinders is due to the fact the compressive testing machine in 

the laboratory of the University of Birmingham is not fit for the standard size of 

the cylinders which are used to determine the compressive strength. 

 All standard specimens were tested and strengths were calculated based on BS EN 

1992-1-1:2004 by applying the following equations: 

Compressive strength of a cube = 
sA

P
      (3.1) 

Cylinder split tensile strength = 
DH

P

××

×

π

2
     (3.2) 
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Modulus of rupture of a prism= 
2db

LP

×

×
      (3.3) 

where: 

P: maximum load applied (N). D: diameter of the cylinder (mm). 

H: length of the cylinder (mm). As: cross sectional area of the cube (mm2). 

L: length of the prism (mm). b, d: cross sectional area of the prism (mm). 

Table 3.4: Concrete mix design (based on oven dry condition) 

Constituent Quantities 

(kg/m3) 

Description 

Cement 426 Ordinary Portland Cement 

Water 200 Tap Water 

Coarse 

Aggregate 

583 10mm maximum size gravel from 

Weeford Quarry, Sutton Coldfield 

Fine Aggregate 1132 Sand from Weeford Quarry, Sutton 

Coldfield 
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Figure 3.13: Control specimen tests 

 

  

(c) Cylinder test for indirect tensile strength 

(b) Prism test for modulus of rupture 

(a) Cube test for compressive 
strength 
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Chapter 4: Bond Tests & Results 

4.1 Introduction 

It has been noticed that a relatively less attention has been paid to the 

influence of rib pattern of reinforcement on the bond strength among most of the 

previous studies regarding the bond issues. Recently, since the start of this century, 

researchers started to focus on the bar ribbing patterns and its relation to bond 

strength and failure mechanism. This study is one of the studies which considers bar 

ribbing patterns as one of the variables during a pull-out test. Apart from the bar rib 

pattern, two other variables will be studied in this experimental study, which are the 

amount of shear link and the material property of steel bars. Celsa Steel Ltd. 

provided three types of steel, standard C & B classes and steel C’, which were 

produced with different rib patterns as will be illustrated later in this chapter. 

Bar C and C’ both being classified as Class C steel, the  major differences 

between these two groups is the rib pattern (see Figure 4.1) and the materials 

properties as illustrated in Chapter 3. However, it is believed the later difference has 

less significant effect on the bond behaviour. On the surface of both bars, two 

longitudinal ribs split the surface into two equal halves. Transverse ribs run in the 

same direction with an equal rib height and spacing, i.e. 0.8mm and 13 mm, 

respectively; Two additional longitudinal ribs were introduced for C’ going through 

the peak of the transverse ribs. 

Pull-out tests were conducted on bar B, C and C’ to investigate the effect of 

shear link spacing, bar location, concrete cover, steel class, embedment length and 

bar size on the bond strength of the reinforcement. 
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(a) Bar C& C’ and B & A 

 

(b) Illustrative diagram of the rib pattern 

Figure 4.1: Rib pattern for Classes A, B, C & C’ reinforcing bars 

 

4.2 Test specimens 

        50 pull-out tests have been conducted to study the above-mentioned influence 

factors divided into four groups with different block sizes, steel bar locations, 

concrete covers, embedment lengths and different amount of shear links.  Tests are 

divided into four groups based on the location of the reinforcing steel.  

CELSA-max bar C' 

Standard Class C bar C  

CELSA-max bar C’ 10 mm 

Standard C-class bar, 10 mm 

B class bar 10 mm 

A class bar 8 mm 
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Test I: Test specimens (see Figure 4.2) are 250 mm long concrete blocks with a 

nominal width and depth of 150 mm. Each concrete block contained four bars 

located at the top and bottom of the specimen with a 20 mm concrete cover to shear 

links (or longitudinal bars in the absence of shear links) at all sides. Top and bottom 

bars were placed in opposite directions so that the effect of the concrete cracks 

caused by the bars at one side will be minimized on the other side during testing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2: Typical pull-out test specimen for Test I 

 

850 mm 

520 mm 250 mm 
80 mm 

(a) Concrete pull-out test block (250 X 150 X 150 mm) 

150 

150 

20 mm cover all sides 

10 mm main steel bars 
& 8 mm shear links 

8 mm shear link 

(b) Cross-section view 

(c) Specimen for Test I 

Top bars 1 & 2 

Bottom bars 3 & 4 
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2. Test II: Test specimens (see Figure 4.3) are 250 mm long concrete blocks 

with a nominal width and depth of 100 mm. Each concrete block contained 

two bars located at the bottom and top of the specimen with a 45 mm 

concrete cover to sides and 20 mm to top and bottom face. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.3: Specimen cross section for Test II 

 

3. Test III:  

Test specimens (see Figure 4.4) are 250 or 300 mm long concrete blocks with 

a nominal width and depth of 100 mm. Each concrete block contained two bars 

located at the top of the specimen with a 20 mm concrete cover to sides and top 

face.  

 

 

Reinforcing bar 

100 mm 

100 mm 

20 mm 

20 mm   

Bottom bar 3 or 4 

Top bar 1 or 2 
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Figure 4.4: Specimen for Test III 

 

4. Test IV 

 An example of specimen of this group is shown in Figure 4.5. Each 

block is 150, 250, 300 or 350 mm long with a nominal width and height of 100 

mm, reinforced with single bar in middle of the specimen with ≈ 40 mm 

concrete cover to bottom and ≈ 45 mm to both sides. Six specimens have 

plastic sleeves of 25 mm length inserted at each end of the reinforced bar as 

shown in Figure 4.6. 

 

 
20 mm   

Reinforcing bar, Top bars 1 & 2 

100 mm 

100 mm 
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Figure 4.5: Specimen picture & cross section for Test IV 

 

Figure 4.6: Reinforcing bars with sleeves at both ends, fitted into moulds prior to 
concrete casting 

 

 

 

 

 
40 mm   

Reinforcing bar 

100 mm 

100 mm 
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PSC’-251520-125-10 

Specimen 
depth (cm) 

Single bar  

Bar diameter 

Specimen 
length (cm) Specimen 

width (cm) 

Shear link 
spacing (mm) 

Bar class 

Pull-out test 

A designation system was used to identify each bar in the pull-out test. The 

first letter P indicated pull out test, followed by another two letters (S or M), for single 

bar or mesh, and (A, B, C or C`) indicating the bar type. Six numbers follow the two 

letters indicating the block length depth and width. Shear link spacing (zero 

represents no shear link), the number of the two identical concrete blocks and the 

number of the tested bar in the block. Bar 1 and 2 are for top bars and bar 3 and 4 

are for bottom ones. An example of the designation is shown in Figure 4.7. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.7: Example of specimen designation 

4.3 Test setup  

4.3.1 Instrumentation 

The testing rig utilized is shown in Figure 4.8. Three LVDTs and one load cell, 

each connected to a data logger, were utilized to measure the movement and load 

simultaneously. These instruments, together with some others, are labelled in figure 

4.8 and explained as follow: 

• A: LVDT sensors to record the movement of the steel bar. 
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• B: G- clamps were fixed at the steel bar to provide the measuring points for 

LVDT sensors.  

• C: hydraulic jack to apply horizontal force on the tested bar.  

• D: steel plates to transfer load from jack to the load cell. 

• E: load cell to read the applied load and send it to be recorded by the data 

logger. 

• F: anchorage unit to be placed over the bar using its four screws. 

• G: Squirrel data logger, an electronic device connected with LVDT sensors 

and load cell. Displacement readings from LVDT sensors and the load cell 

were stored in a memory card and downloaded into an excel sheet using a 

special software. 

Two LVDT sensors were used to get front slip of the steel bar. The differential 

reading from these two sensors can be used to calculate the strain of the reinforcing 

steel bar.  The detailed calculation is as follows 

eds −=
1

                 (4.1) 

0,1
Le ×= ε                  (4.2) 

Based on the strain definition which can be described as the change of the 

length divided by the original length then:  

0,20,1

21

LL

dd

−

−
=ε                  (4.3) 

By substitution we can get the following formula: 
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0,1

0,20,1

21

1
L

LL

dd
ds ×











−

−
−=                 (4.4) 

where:  

s: slip of the steel bar out of the concrete; 

e: elongation of the bar; 

d1 & d2: movement of G-gauge 1 and 2, respectively;   

L1,0 & L2,0: the initial location of  G-gauge 1 and 2 in relation to the concrete front 

surface;  

ε : strain of the steel bar. 

 

At the rear side of the concrete block, the LVDT was held by using a steel 

clamp fixed at the tested steel bar. The reason for attaching the LVDT to the steel 

bar in this way is to minimise any error which can be caused due to the movement of 

the block itself during the test. 

 

Load was applied using the hydraulic jack. Force exerted on the steel bar was 

increased in an increment of 1 or 1.5 KN at the beginning, reduced to 0.5 KN prior to 

the maximum load until it reaches its ultimate failure load. The results obtained were 

used to calculate and compare the bond strength for each bar and then study the 

influence of ribs geometry, shear link spacing and the location of the reinforcing bar 

on the bond strength. 
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Figure 4.8: Pull-out testing rig and instruments used 

 

 

(a) Overview of the test rig and 
instruments 

A 

(b) Overview of the data acquisition 
system 

(c) Front slip measurement 

(d) Applying and recording loads 

(e) Rear slip measurement 

(f) Data logger 

C 

B 

D 

E F 

A 

G 
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4.3.2 Equipment calibration 

• Load cell calibration 

Cube testing machine was used to calibrate the load cell to ensure correct 

load readings during experiments. The load cell has been located centrally 

between two loading steel plates to insure that load is equally distributed on the 

load cell. 

 

After cleaning loading area of the cube testing machine to ensure accurate 

measurements as it can be, load was applied on the load cell with 5 KN 

increments. The process was repeated up to a load of 75 KN which is greater 

than the maximum tensile force of a bar size of 12 mm diameter that is the 

biggest bar diameter used in all tests. 

 

• Linear Variable Displacement Transducer (LVDT) calibration 

The LVDT produces an output of a measurement of slip which is accurate to 

0.01 mm, designed for a maximum displacement of 50mm; the LVDT setup is 

shown in Figure 4.9 

 

 

Figure 4.9: Transducer with micrometre 
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Firstly the tip of the micrometer and transducers were cleaned before locking 

the transducer into position. This was done to ensure the transducers moved 

smoothly providing accurate readings for subsequent tests. A 0.2 mm for up to 1.0 

mm and 0.5 mm for up to 3.0 mm displacement increments were made on the 

micrometer to allow the transducer to measure it, starting at zero millimeters. 

Meanwhile for periods of more than 10 seconds of stability the output from the 

transducer was measured by the data logger. These steps were repeated until the 

displacement reached 3.0 mm. The slip of the reinforcing bar when maximum pull 

load achieved was estimated to be less than 1.0mm, thus every 0.2 mm 

displacement was measured in order to achieve more accurate readings. While 

higher slip was estimated to occur at its residual bond strength, and thus only every 

0.5 mm displacements were measured. 

4.4 Testing results analysis and discussion 

Table 4.1 summarise results for all pull-out tests that have been done in this 

study, which contains: 

• The maximum applied load for each steel bar, i.e. ultimate failure load Pmax; 

• Experimental bond strength (fb) which was calculated based on the formula 

(Clark and Gorst, 2003): 

 
LD

P
fb

××
=

π
max        (4.5)  

Where: 

Pmax: ultimate failure load. 

D: diameter of the tested bar. 
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L: length of the embedment part of the tested bar. 

• Mean values for top & bottom bars for each tested concrete block. 

• fcum: the mean cube strength which has been converted into the equivalent 

cylinder strength fcm by following EC2  (BS EN:1992-1-1:2004) 

In the last column of Table 4.1, the bond strength is normalized by (fck)2/3 to 

eliminate the effect of concrete strength. 

Table 4.1 Pull-out test results 

Specimen 
Bar 

location 

Link 
spacing 

(mm) 

Concrete 
strength 

(N/mm2)fck, 

cube/fck 

Max 
load 
(Pmax) 
(KN) 

Bond 
strength 

(fb) 
(N/mm2) 

fb/( fcm)2/3 

Bar Size  

PSC'-301040-8   19.43/15.54 32.14 4.265 0.684 

PSC'-301040-10   19.43/15.54 50 5.308 0.852 

PSC'-301040-12   19.43/15.54 54.52 4.82 0.773 

Concrete Cover  

PSC'-251040-10   22.6/18.08 38.9 4.955 0.719 

PSC'-251020-10   25.55/20.55 29.3 3.732 0.497 

 

PSC'-301020-10   22.6/18.08 33.7 3.577 0.519 

PSC'-301020-10   22.6/18.08 30.5 3.238 0.469 

PSC'-301040-10   19.43/15.54 50 5.308 0.852 

Bar Location  

PSC'-301020-10 Top  22.6/18.08 26.2 2.781 0.403 

PSC'-301020-10 Top  22.6/18.08 24 2.548 0.369 

PSC'-301020-10 Bottom  22.6/18.08 30.51 3.239 0.470 

PSC'-301020-10 Bottom  22.6/18.08 33.7 3.577 0.519 

      Table 4.1 continued 
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PSB-251020-10 Top  25.55/20.55 29.2 3.72 0.495 

PSB-251020-10 Bottom  25.55/20.55 31.6 4.025 0.536 

 

PSC-251020-10 Top  27/22 42.9 5.464 0.695 

PSC-251020-10 Bottom  27/22 44.1 5.618 0.715 

Bar Type  

PSB-251020-10   25.55/20.55 29.2 3.720 0.495 

PSC'-251020-10   25.55/20.55 29.25 3.725 0.496 

 

PSC-151020-10   20.37/16.3 22.42 4.760 0.740 

PSC'-151020-10   28.13/23.13 23.74 5.040 0.620 

Embedment Length  

PSC'-151020-10   23.17/18.54 17.85 3.790 0.540 

PSC'-251020-10   23.17/18.54 41.43 5.278 0.753 

PSC'-351020-10   23.17/18.54 43 3.913 0.558 

 

PSC'-151020-10   25.55/20.55 41.8 6.657 0.886 

PSC'-151020-10   22.6/18.08 40.22 5.123 0.436 

Shear Link  

PSC'-251020-10  None 29.2/25 34.01 4.332 0.506 

PSC'-251020-10  80 23.3/18.64 41.45 5.280 0.750 

PSC'-251020-10  125 31/25.7 49.65 6.325 0.725 

       

PSC-251020-10  None 26.2/21.2 28.43 3.622 0.472 

PSC-251020-10  80 26.6/21.6 39.98 5.093 0.660 

PSC-251020-10  125 27/22 44.08 5.615 0.714 
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4.4.1 Comparisons and discussions of bond behaviour and strength 

Comparisons were made based on the results presented in Table 4.1 and 

Figures 4.10 to 4.27. Data are presented and studied by considering factors in six 

categories: reinforcing bar location, shear link spacing, steel bar class, bar size, 

embedment length and concrete cover. 

Figures 4.10 to 4.27 present the force vs. slip relationship of each test 

specimen. For comparison reason, various results are grouped together and 

presented in a same graph. In general, four types of results were observed: (1) bar 

yields before the pull-out failure occurs (e.g. size 8 in Figures 4.10 and 11); (2) bar 

fractures before the pull-out failure occurs (e.g. size 10 in Figure 4.10); (3) bar 

experiences pull-out failure with the inadequate embedment as evidenced by a rapid 

drop in pull-out force following the peak point (e.g. sizes 10 and 12 in Figure 4.11); 

(4) bar experiences pull-out failure with adequate embedment as evidenced by a 

slow reduction in pull-out force is indicate a less steep declining section in the curve 

(e.g. size 12 in Figure 4.10).  

4.4.1.1 Influence of bar size 

Figures 4.10 & 4.11 present the force vs. slip relationship of bar C’ of sizes 8, 

10 and 12 respectively. Figure 4.10 shows the results of specimens without any 

sleeve, i.e. the embedment length being 300mm; while in Figure 4.11, the 

embedment length was reduced to 250mm due to the use of plastic sleeves at both 

ends. Both figures show similar trends relative to the effect of bar size.  As expected, 

larger bar size will lead to higher ultimate force. However, the normalized bond 

strength by the concrete strength does not show obvious correlation with the bar 

size, as illustrated in the last column of Table 4.1.  
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Figures 4.10 and 4.11 also reveal that size 8mm bars yielded before they 

were pulled out of the concrete and hence the peak forces in the curves are 

governed by the yield force of the steel bars rather than the ultimate bond force.  

This happens when the ultimate bond force is greater than the yield force of the bar 

and the embedment length is adequate.  Tests with 8 mm bars stopped when bars 

start to yield and develop excessive elongation. 

In Figure 4.10, the size 10mm C' bar fractured as the pull-out force has yet 

reached the maximum value. That happens when the ultimate force of the bar is 

greater than the ultimate bond force and the actual embedment length is adequate.  

However, in Figure 4.11, the same bar did not fracture with the presence of plastic 

sleeves which reduced the embedment length to 250mm. This bar experienced the 

pull-out failure but with a sudden drop in the post-bond-failure strength. This has 

suggested the embedment length is not adequate, so the required bond length must 

be greater than 250mm. Size 12mm C’ bars experience pull-out failure in both cases, 

both failed at a similar level of pull-out force. 

 12mm bars experience the pull-out failure with the inadequate embedment as 

evidenced by a rapid drop in pull-out force following the peak point as shown in 

Figure 4.11. That can explain the reason of not having bond strength greater than 

that in the 10mm bar case as embedment length of 300mm is adequate for 10mm 

bar but not for 12mm. The bar with 12mm diameter cannot achieve its maximum 

bond strength with inadequate embedment length of 300 and attained a lower bond 

strength. 
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Figure 4.10: Bond force versus bar size without plastic sleeves 

Figure 4.11: Bond force versus bar size with 25 mm sleeves at both ends 
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4.4.1.2 Influence of shear links 

As expected, Table 4.1 shows that the normalized bond strength increased 

when having shear links and when reducing the shear link spacing as indicated by 

PSC-251520-n/80/125-10 series. However, In the PSC’-251520-n/80/125-10 series, 

the normalized bond strength of C’ with 80 mm shear link spacing was found to be 

slightly lower than that with 125 mm spacing. This anomaly is probably attributed to 

some unpredicted testing errors. Figures 4.13 and 4.14 both show that 125 mm 

shear link spacing rendered highest ultimate bond force. This is because in both 

cases, the concrete strength was highest within the group.  

It was found that the shear link free blocks experienced splitting failure as 

shown in Figure 4.12, and while those with shear links mainly showed the pull-out 

failure mode as shown in Figures 4.13 and 4.14. The reason behind the occurrence 

of a pull-out failure in presence of confinement with shear links is due to the fact that 

the shear links have exerted a confining action for concrete surrounding the steel 

bars. Due to this confining action, concrete was able to resist high hoop stresses 

which are resulted from the radial component of the bond force. Therefore, bond 

strength will be increased and the specimens are more prone to pull-out failure. The 

longitudinal component will shear off the concrete along the interfacial zone which 

leads to pull-out failure when the load is increased. 
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Figure 4.12: Splitting failure mode of concrete block with no shear link 

reinforcement 

 

Figure 4.13: Bond force versus Shear link spacing 
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Figure 4.14: Bond force versus Shear link spacing 

 

4.4.1.3 Influence of steel type & surface pattern 

In Figure 4.15 both tested bars are considered C class bars but the difference 

is on the surface pattern. The surface pattern of steel bars appears to affect the bond 

strength. The normalized bond strength of bar C is only about 6 % higher than that 

for bar C’ as shown in Table 4.11; this modest increase is due to the additional 

longitudinal ribs in C’ bars, which reduces the rib projection surface area and hence 

reduces the friction and interlocking actions leading to the reduction in bond. 

Furthermore, the longitudinal rigs in bar C’ can provide more restraint for the 

surrounding concrete in the circumferential direction so that the tendency of splitting 

has been alleviated. This agrees with the observation of crack patterns of the failed 
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Figure 4.15 shows wider and longer crack than C’ bar in Figure 4.16.  
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It is clear in Figure 4.18 that both bars B & C' show similar bond behaviour; 

which can be due to the fact that the material properties, e.g. the ductility of bars, 

have negligible impact on the bond behaviour. 

Figure 4.15: Bond force versus surface pattern 

 

Figure 4.16: Failure mode with C` bar reinforcement 
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Figure 4.17: Failure mode with C bar reinforcement 

 

Figure 4.18: Bond force versus steel classes 
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4.4.1.4 Influence of reinforcement location  

Results from Table 4.1 indicate that bottom bars have higher bond strength 

(10-20%) than top bars in all tests. This conclusion concurs with the trend found in 

Figures 4.19 and 4.20, where for both C’ and B bars, the bottom bars always 

exhibited a better bond performance. This is mainly related to the autogenously 

shrinkage cracking, porosity, compactness and bleeding effect during the test. It has 

been observed that there were some autogenously shrinkage cracks developed on 

the top surface of the concrete block. No cracks were noticed at the bottom surface. 

Those cracks can reduce the concrete strength and concrete confinement to the top 

reinforcement. The concrete surrounding bottom bars was compacted twice during 

casting while the concrete surrounding top bars was compacted only once. The 

vibrating table during pouring was activated after the first half of moulds were filled 

and then activated again after moulds were fully filled. Another reason is the 

bleeding and settlement of fluid concrete as well as the evaporating of constrained 

air that formed a weak layer containing more voids at the top part of the concrete. 

Failure modes for both top and bottom bars are shown in Figure 4.21, it can 

be noticed that more cracks exist in the top bar failure mode as well as more 

damages in the concrete appearing at the top surface than the bottom.  
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Figure 4.19: Bond force versus bar location 

 

Figure 4.20: Bond force versus bar location 
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Top bars          Bottom bars 

Figure 4.21: Failure modes for bottom and top bars 

Figure 4.22: Bond force versus bar location with shear link spacing of 125 mm 
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detrimental effect caused by the casting condition at the top location. So the effect of 

bar locations will be negligible. 
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4.4.1.5 Influence of the embedment length 

It is envisaged that the increase in bond length up to a certain value will lead 

to an increase in bond force. If the embedment length exceeds the required bond 

length, the bond force will stop growing while increasing the embedment length. In 

Figure 4.23 longer embedment length results in higher ultimate bond force when the 

embedment length was increased from 150mm to  250mm;  but when the 

embedment length was further increased to 350mm, the ultimate bond force tended 

to increase more and exceeded the ultimate force of the bar, leading the fracture of 

bar (see Figure 4.24). Figure 4.25 shows that both bars have similar behaviour as 

the embedment lengths increase from 200 to 250 mm, which suggests that any 

increase in embedment length beyond 200mm will not contribute to the increase in 

the bond force.  

It is noticed that the increase in the bond strength stops at certain value of the 

bond length. That can be explained as the bond stress is not uniformly distributed 

along the bar-concrete interface. The bond force has its maximum value near the 

loaded end and decays very rapidly away from that surface. Beyond a certain 

distance, the bond stress will reach a neglected value close to zero, and hence the 

further increase in the bond length beyond that point will not always increase the 

pull-out force. 
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Figure 4.23: Bond force versus embedment length 

 

 

Figure 4.24: Fractured bar after pull-out test with 350 mm embedment length 
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Figure 4.25: Bond force versus embedment length 

4.4.1.6 Influence of concrete cover 

Figures 4.26 and 4.27 show an increase in bond strength as the increase in 

cover. 

Figure 4.26: Bond force versus concrete cover 
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 Figure 4.27: Bond force versus concrete cover 
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Figure 4.28: Failure modes for 20 & 40 mm concrete cover respectively pictures 

As mentioned earlier in the literature review in chapter 2 regarding Cairns and 

Plizzari (1995, 2003) work about the bond theory, the stress field in the transition 

zone between the steel bar and surrounding concrete follows a cone shape. A 

greater cover layer can provide better mechanism by dispersing the stress field into 

a larger zone and hence reduce the stress concentration effect. The second reason 

is that the greater cover, in particular, the zone far away from the bar, will provide a 

better constraining effect on the stressed concrete near the bar and hence reduce 
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the tendency of splitting failure as indicated by Figure 4.28. These are the reasons 

why the bond performance will be improved with a greater cover. But it is envisaged 

that the increase in the bond strength is not proportional to the cover thickness and 

an overly specified cover thickness will not yield best effect from economy 

perspective.  This is why minimum covers are always specified in most concrete 

design codes, which are often relative to the bar size.    

4.5 Summery 

 Experimental work has been carried out to investigate the effect of steel 

properties on the bond interaction between reinforcing steel and concrete. The 

results can be summarized as follows: 

• For bars of 8mm diameters the bond in governed by the yield force of the bar 

as in case of adequate bond length, bars of ultimate force less than the 

ultimate bond force, i.e. 8mm bars, will yield before pull-out occurs. In other 

larger bar diameters can provide higher bond in case of adequate bond 

length. 

• Presence of shear links can positively affect the bond strength in reinforced 

concrete. 

• C` bars have less bond strength comparing with C bars with a tendency to fail 

in pull-out rather than splitting due to the additional longitudinal ribs on the 

surface of C` bars. 

• It was observed that bottom bars, from casting point of view, show better bond 

performance comparing to top bars. 
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• Increment in the embedment length can affect positively until the required 

bond length is approached. After the required bond length is approached, the 

larger embedment length will have no effect on the bond performance. 

• Larger concrete cover can provide better bond performance and decrease the 

tendency of experiencing a splitting failure. 

• The presences of plastic sleeves at both ends of the reinforcing bar allow 

elevating the splitting failure. Plastic sleeves can be used to reduce the 

embedment length in case it is larger than the required bond length. 
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Chapter 5: Comparison between experimental test data 

& predictions by codes and analytical models 

5.1 Introduction 

There is no absolutely accurate model to predict an exact value of the bond 

strength between concrete and reinforcing steel. Codes of practice usually predict 

failure loads or strengths in a conservative manner. Codes and analytical models do 

not consider all factors affecting the bond strength. Examples of factors not being 

considered are steel bar ribs profiles, bar surface conditions, aggregate size and 

shape and use of concrete mixtures. Some of the previous factors have been studies 

in the literature but there is a consensus that more systematic work is needed to 

develop a standard equation for bond strength containing all factors that affect the 

interaction between concrete and steel bars. 

5.2 Comparison amongst various building codes and standards 

Pull-out tests results will be compared to the prediction results by using EC2, 

ACI 318-02, ACI 408-01 and CEB-FIP 1990 using equations mentioned earlier in the 

literature. All partial factors are applied based on the condition of each test. Table 5.1 

shows the tests results along with codes’ predictions. Each value for bond strength is 

normalized by fcm`2/3 and showed in the same cell in table 5.1. 

It is obvious from table 5.1 that all bond strength values based on codes are 

smaller than experimental codes as it is supposed to be so. The reason that 

experimental values should be greater is that all codes are designed to be 

conservative and for the worst-case scenario. In case that a tested bar showed a 
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lower bond strength value than the codes’ prediction, this may be due to the fact that 

the interaction between concrete and reinforcing steel does not develop the required 

bond that the codified method assumed to be. For instance, there may be pre-

existing debonding or local weakness along the interface.  
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Table 5.1: Comparison of pull-out test results with codes 

Specimen 
fcm,cube / fctm / 

fcm 

Experimental 

bond strength 

&fb,exp (N/mm2)/ 

fcm`2/3 

EC2 

(N/mm2) 

 

ACI 318-

02 

(N/mm2) 

 

ACI 408-01 

(N/mm2) 

CEB-FIP 

model 

Code 

(1990) 

Bar Size 

PSC’-301040-8 19.4/1.2/15.5 4.26 0.70 2.67 0.44 3.40 0.56 2.41 0.39 1.62 0.27 

PSC’-301040-10 19.4/1.2/15.5 5.30 0.87 2.67 0.44 3.40 0.56 2.47 0.40 1.57 0.26 

PSC’-301040-12 19.4/1.2/15.5 4.82 0.79 2.13 0.35 2.95 0.48 2.59 0.42 1.61 0.26 

 

PSC’-301020-8-S 15.9/0.8/12.7 5.10 0.95 2.13 0.40 3.08 0.58 2.40 0.45 1.42 0.27 

PSC’-301020-10-S 19/1.1/15.2 6.12 1.02 2.16 0.36 3.37 0.56 2.62 0.43 1.54 0.26 

PSC’-301020-12-S 18.5/1.1/14.8 6.36 1.07 2.00 0.34 2.88 0.49 2.76 0.47 1.55 0.26 

Concrete Cover 

PSC'-251040-10 22.6/1.4/18.1 4.96 0.73 2.94 0.43 3.68 0.54 2.81 0.42 1.77 0.26 

PSC'-251020-10 25.6/1.6/20.6 3.73 0.51 2.64 0.36 3.92 0.53 2.82 0.38 1.77 0.24 

 

       Table 5.1 continued 
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PSC'-301020-10 22.6/1.4/18.1 3.58 0.53 2.41 0.36 3.68 0.54 2.49 0.37 1.77 0.26 

PSC'-301020-10 22.6/1.4/18.1 3.24 0.48 2.41 0.36 3.68 0.54 2.49 0.37 1.77 0.26 

PSC'-301040-10 19.4/1.2/15.5 5.31 0.87 2.67 0.44 3.40 0.56 2.47 0.40 1.57 0.26 

Bar Location 

PSC'-301020-10 top 22.6/1.4/18.1 2.78 0.41 2.41 0.36 3.68 0.54 2.49 0.37 1.77 0.26 

PSC'-301020-10 top 22.6/1.4/18.1 2.55 0.38 2.41 0.36 3.68 0.54 2.49 0.37 1.77 0.26 

PSC'-301020-10 Bottom 22.6/1.4/18.1 3.24 0.48 2.41 0.36 3.68 0.54 2.49 0.37 1.77 0.26 

PSC'-301020-10 Bottom 22.6/1.4/18.1 3.58 0.53 2.41 0.36 3.68 0.54 2.49 0.37 1.77 0.26 

 

PSB-251020-10 top 25.6/1.6/20.6 3.72 0.51 2.64 0.36 3.92 0.53 2.82 0.38 2.12 0.29 

PSB-251020-10 Bottom 25.6/1.6/20.6 4.02 0.55 2.64 0.36 3.92 0.53 2.82 0.38 2.12 .029 

 

PSC-251020-10 top 27/1.7/22 5.46 0.71 2.78 0.36 4.05 0.53 2.87 0.37 2.23 0.29 

PSC-251020-10 bottom 27/1.7/22 5.62 0.73 2.78 0.36 4.05 0.53 2.87 0.37 2.23 .029 

Bar Type 

PSB-251020-10 25.6/1.6/20.6 3.72 0.51 2.64 0.36 3.92 0.53 2.82 0.38 2.12 0.29 

PSC'-251020-10 25.6/1.6/20.6 3.72 0.51 2.64 0.36 3.92 0.53 2.82 0.38 1.96 0.27 

 

       Table 5.1 continued 
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PSC-151020-10 20.4/1.2/16.3 4.76 0.75 2.26 0.36 3.49 0.55 3.60 .057 1.77 0.28 

PSC'-151020-10 28.1/1.8/23.1 5.04 0.63 2.88 0.36 4.15 0.52 3.92 0.49 2.14 0.27 

Embedment Length 

PSC'-151020-10 23.2/1.4/18.5 3.79 0.55 2.46 0.36 3.72 0.54 3.71 0.54 1.80 0.26 

PSC'-251020-10 23.2/1.4/18.5 5.28 0.77 2.46 0.36 3.72 0.54 2.75 0.40 1.80 0.26 

PSC'-351020-10 23.2/1.4/18.5 3.91 0.57 2.46 0.36 3.72 .054 2.34 0.34 1.80 .026 

 

PSC'-201020-10 25.6/1.6/20.6 6.66 0.90 2.64 0.36 3.92 0.53 3.19 0.43 1.96 0.27 

PSC'-251020-10 22.6/1.4/18.1 5.12 0.76 2.41 0.36 3.68 0.54 2.82 0.42 1.77 0.26 

Shear Link 

PSC'-251520-10 29.2/1.9/25 4.33 0.52 2.98 0.36 4.32 0.52 2.96 0.35 2.27 0.27 

PSC'-251520-10 23.3/1.5/23.3 5.28 0.66 2.96 0.37 4.17 0.52 
N.A restriction 

≥ 4 
2.92 0.37 

PSC'-251520-10 31/2/25.7 6.32 0.74 3.47 0.41 4.38 0.51 6.23 0.73 3.02 0.35 

 

PSC-251520-10 26.2/1.7/21.2 3.62 0.48 2.70 0.36 3.06 0.41 2.84 0.38 2.01 0.27 

PSC-251520-10 26.6/1.7/21.6 5.09 0.67 3.29 0.43 4.02 0.53 
N.A   

restriction ≥ 4 
2.75 0.36 

PSC-251520-10 27/1.7/22 5.61 0.73 3.10 0.40 4.05 0.53 5.82 0.76 2.69 0.35 
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Figure 5.1: Comparison between test data and codified predictions for different bar 

diameters 

 

 

Figure 5.2: Comparison between test data and codified predictions for different 

concrete covers 
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Figure 5.3: Comparison between test data and codified predictions for different bar 

locations 

 

Figure 5.4: Comparison between test data and codified predictions for different 

classes 
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Figure 5.5: Comparison between test data and codified predictions for different bar 

deformation patterns 

 

 

Figure 5.6: Comparison between test data and codified predictions for different 
embedment lengths 
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Figure 5.7: Comparison between test data and codes for different embedment 
lengths 

 

 

Figure 5.8: Comparison between test data and codes for different values of 
confinement spacing 
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5.3 Comparison with analytical models 

All pull-out test results are compared with the four models mentioned in 

section 1.1.9.2 of the literature review. Same as in Table 5.1, all bond strength 

values are normalized by fcm
`2/3 in table 5.2. Most of the analytical models limit the 

applicability of their expressions as they have been derived based on certain test 

data. For that reason, few cases in this study cannot be predicted using the models 

equations due to limitations. All the expressions for limiting the applicability of the 

models have been mentioned in the literature along with the bond strength or 

development length equation.  

Each model is represented by its own alphabetical term as follows: 

� ORA: Orangun, Jirsa, Breen (1975, 1977) 

� DAR: Darwin et al. (1996a) 

� ZUD: Zuo & Darwin (1998, 2000) 

� ESRA: Esfahani & Rangan (1998a, b) 
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Table 5.2: Comparison of pull-out test results with models 

Specimen 
fck,cube / fctm / 

fck 

Experimental 

bond strength 

fb,exp (N/mm2)/ 

normalized 

strength 

Orangun, 

Jirsa, Breen 

(1975,1977) 

Darwin et 

al. (1996a) 

Zuo & Darwin 

(1998,2000) 

Esfahani & 

Rangan 

(1998a,b) 

Bar Size 

PSC’-301040-8 19.4/1.2/15.5 4.26 0.70 1.61 0.26 2.38 0.39 2.39 0.39 3.97 0.65 

PSC’-301040-10 19.4/1.2/15.5 5.30 0.87 1.56 0.26 2.40 0.39 2.44 0.40 3.68 0.60 

PSC’-301040-12 19.4/1.2/15.5 4.82 0.79 1.57 0.26 2.48 0.41 2.56 0.42 3.49 0.57 

 
PSC’-301020-8-S 15.9/0.8/12.7 5.10 0.95 1.54 0.29 2.35 0.44 2.38 0.44 2.86 0.53 

PSC’-301020-10-S 19/1.1/15.2 6.12 1.02 1.66 0.28 2.52 0.42 2.59 0.43 2.90 0.48 

PSC’-301020-12-S 18.5/1.1/14.8 6.36 1.07 1.66 0.28 2.63 0.44 2.74 0.46 2.79 0.47 

Concrete Cover 

PSC'-251040-10 22.6/1.4/18.1 4.96 0.73 1.81 0.27 2.71 0.40 2.78 0.41 4.15 0.61 

PSC'-251020-10 25.6/1.6/20.6 3.73 0.51 1.93 0.26 2.72 0.37 2.79 0.38 3.19 0.43 

 
Table 5.2 continued 
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PSC'-301020-10 22.6/1.4/18.1 3.58 0.53 1.69 0.25 2.42 0.36 2.47 0.37 2.85 0.42 

PSC'-301020-10 22.6/1.4/18.1 3.24 0.48 1.69 0.25 2.42 0.36 2.47 0.37 2.85 0.42 

PSC'-301040-10 19.4/1.2/15.5 5.31 0.87 1.56 0.26 2.49 0.41 2.44 0.40 3.85 0.63 

Bar Location 

PSC'-301020-10 22.6/1.4/18.1 2.78 0.41 1.69 0.25 2.42 0.36 2.47 0.37 2.85 0.42 

PSC'-301020-10 22.6/1.4/18.1 2.55 0.38 1.69 0.25 2.42 0.36 2.47 0.37 2.85 0.42 

PSC'-301020-10 22.6/1.4/18.1 3.24 0.48 1.69 0.25 2.42 0.36 2.47 0.37 2.85 0.42 

PSC'-301020-10 22.6/1.4/18.1 3.58 0.53 1.69 0.25 2.42 0.36 2.47 0.37 2.85 0.42 

 
PSB-251020-10 25.6/1.6/20.6 3.72 0.51 1.93 0.26 2.72 0.37 2.79 0.38 3.19 0.43 

PSB-251020-10 25.6/1.6/20.6 4.02 0.55 1.93 0.26 2.72 0.37 2.79 0.38 3.19 0.43 

 
PSC-251020-10 27/1.7/22 5.46 0.71 1.99 0.26 2.77 0.36 2.84 0.37 3.25 0.42 

PSC-251020-10 27/1.7/22 5.62 0.73 1.99 0.26 2.77 0.36 2.84 0.37 3.25 0.42 

Bar Type 

PSB-251020-10 25.6/1.6/20.6 3.72 0.51 1.93 0.26 2.72 0.37 2.79 0.38 3.19 0.43 

PSC'-251020-10 25.6/1.6/20.6 3.72 0.51 1.93 0.26 2.72 0.37 2.79 0.38 3.19 0.43 

 
Table 5.2 continued 
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PSC-151020-10 20.4/1.2/16.3 4.76 0.75 2.16 0.34 3.40 0.54 3.55 0.56 3.43 0.54 

PSC'-151020-10 28.1/1.8/23.1 5.04 0.63 2.57 0.32 3.71 0.47 3.87 0.49 3.93 0.49 

Embedment Length 

PSC'-151020-10 23.2/1.4/18.5 3.79 0.55 2.30 0.34 3.51 0.51 3.66 0.53 3.61 0.53 

PSC'-251020-10 23.2/1.4/18.5 5.28 0.77 1.83 0.27 2.65 0.39 2.72 0.40 3.09 0.45 

PSC'-351020-10 23.2/1.4/18.5 3.91 0.57 1.71 0.25 2.28 0.33 2.31 0.34 2.68 0.39 

 
PSC'-201020-10 25.6/1.6/20.6 6.66 0.90 2.12 0.29 3.05 0.41 3.16 0.43 3.46 0.47 

PSC'-251020-10 22.6/1.4/18.1 5.12 0.76 1.81 0.27 2.64 0.39 2.70 0.40 3.07 0.45 

Shear Link 

PSC'-251520-10 29.2/1.9/25 4.33 0.52 2.12 0.25 2.86 0.34 2.93 0.35 3.38 0.40 

PSC'-251520-10 23.3/1.5/23.3 5.28 0.66 
N.A  restriction 

≥ 2.5 
5.28 0.66 

N.A  restriction 

≥ 4 
4.45 0.56 

PSC'-251520-10 31/2/25.7 6.32 0.74 
N.A  restriction 

≥ 2.5 
4.16 0.49 

N.A  restriction 

≥ 4 
4.58 0.54 

 
PSC-251520-10 26.2/1.7/21.2 3.62 0.48 1.96 0.26 2.74 0.37 2.81 0.37 3.22 0.43 

PSC-251520-10 26.6/1.7/21.6 5.09 0.67 
N.A  restriction 

≥ 2.5 
 0.68 

N.A  restriction 

≥ 4 
4.35 0.57 

PSC-251520-10 27/1.7/22 5.61 0.73 
N.A  restriction 

≥ 2.5 
4.01—0.52 

N.A  restriction 

≥ 4 
4.38 0.57 
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Figure 5.9: Comparison between test data and analytical models as variable is 
bar diameter 

 

Figure 5.10: Comparison between test data and analytical models as variable is 
concrete cover 
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Figure 5.11: Comparison between test data and analytical models as variable is 
bar location 

 

Figure 5.12: Comparison between test data and analytical models as variable is 
bar grade 
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Figure 5.13: Comparison between test data and analytical models as variable is 
bar grade 

 

 

Figure 5.14: Comparison between test data and analytical models as variable is 
embedment length 
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Figure 5.15: Comparison between test data and analytical models as variable is 
embedment length 

 

Figure 5.16: Comparison between test data and analytical models as variable is 
concrete confinement spacing 
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5.4 Summery 

It is noticed from all graphs in this chapter that most of the laboratory tests 

that have been conducted for the aim of this research are higher than all the 

predictions. That applies to the predicted bond strength using equations from 

both codes and the considered models from the literature. 

 

 In other words, the results from pull-out tests which have been conducted 

have definitely achieved bond strength values that are recommended by 

standards and codes or published models from the literature. 

 

 As a result of comparison, it is clear that the pull-outs tests’ results match 

with the codes from different countries and the models which have been 

developed by different researchers. That can be considered a good support for 

all the extracted arguments and analysis that are made on the basis of the work 

done in this research.  

  

 It can be see that based on the results in this chapter the standard 

reinforcement classes of B & C meet the standards in terms of the bond strength. 

It can also be seen that the new type of reinforcing steel Celsa max (C`) has met 

the standards for the bond strength. That proves the success of the new rib 

patter which is introduced in the Celsa max bars in developing good bond 

interaction between the reinforcement and the surrounding concrete. 
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Chapter 6: Ductility Tests and Results 

6.1 Introduction 

Tests were conducted for simply supported reinforced concrete beams 

subjected to a concentrated point load at the mid span to study the ductility 

behaviour of RC beams reinforced with two types of reinforcement. The first set 

of beams consists of 12 specimens reinforced with single bars and shear links to 

examine the behaviour of two steel classes C and C’ and two shear links spacing 

100 and 150 mm. The tested beams are categorised in four groups, each group 

consists of 3 identical samples. The second sets of test consist of 13 beams to 

examine two different steel classes C` and A in the form of the mesh 

reinforcement with various main bars diameters. 

6.2 Steel bars confined with shear links  

All beams are designed with the same size, i.e., 150 mm wide, 225 mm 

deep and 1500 mm long. Longitudinal steel reinforcement arrangement was 

identical in all beams as shown in Figure 6.1, i.e. five 10 mm bars were utilized to 

reinforce beams, three at the bottom and two at the top. Shear links were 8 mm 

Class A bars with the spacing of either 100 or 150 mm with the concrete cover of 

20 mm to the bottom face of specimen. Beams were cast on a vibration table in 

two layers and vibrated after placing each. The new cast beam was covered with 

polythene sheeting, de-moulded after 48 hours and cured in a curing tank until 

being removed for testing.  
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Figure 6.1: Test beam details 
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Table 6.1: Beam details and reinforcement 

Test 

Number 

of tested 

beams 

Longitudinal 

steel type & 

size 

Shear link 

type & size 

Shear 

link 

spacing 

(mm) 

Number of 

shear links in 

each sample 

DC-100 3 Bar C, 10 mm Class A, 8 mm 100 15 

DC-150 3 Bar C, 10 mm Class A, 8 mm 150 10 

DC`-100 3 Bar C’, 10 mm Class A, 8 mm 100 15 

DC`-150 3 Bar C’, 10 mm Class A, 8 mm 150 10 

 

An alpha numeric designation was used to identify each beam sample in 

the test. The first letter D indicates the ductility test, followed by another alphabet 

C or C’ indicating the bar type. Two numbers follow the alphabets indicating the 

shear link spacing and the number of the concrete beam in each group. Beam 

details and reinforcement are shown in Table 6.1. 

 

6.2.1 Materials 

The steel which was used this experiment was tested and their properties 

are reported in chapter 3. Concrete may have different strength depending on the 

curing age at the testing day. When casting each group of RC beams, the 
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following concrete specimens were also casted: nine cubes, nine cylinders and 

eight prisms in order to determine the compressive strength, cylinder splitting 

strength and the modulus of rupture, respectively, on the testing day. Properties 

of the concrete standard specimens are presented in Table 6.2. 

 

Table 6.2: Concrete control specimens results 

Beam 

group 
Test beam 

Cube 

strength 

fm,cube 

(N/mm2) 

Equivalent 

cylinder  

strength fck 

(N/mm2) 

Cylinder 

splitting 

strength 

(N/mm2) 

Modulus 

of rupture 

(N/mm2) 

DC`-100 

DC-100-1 33.2 27.3 3.4 4.8 

DC-100-2 36.0 29.3 3.0 4.6 

DC-100-3 36.4 29.6 2.8 4.6 

DC`-150 

DC-150-1 40.3 32.1 3.3 4.3 

DC-150-2 39.5 31.6 3.4 4.6 

DC-150-3 37.5 30.3 3.3 4.7 

DC-100 

DC’-100-1 33.2 27.3 2.7 4.3 

DC’-100-2 37.9 30.6 3.0 4.7 

DC’-100-3 39.9 31.8 3.5 4.5 

DC-150 

DC’-150-1 44.3 34.6 3.1 4.5 

DC’-150-2 45.3 35.3 3.4 4.5 

DC’-150-3 45.3 35.3 3.8 4.7 
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6.2.2 Test setup and instrumentation 

Instruments are illustrated as in Figure 6.4 and their respective uses are 

explained as follows: 

• Mand testing machine: to apply and record the loading. 

• Mechanical dial gauge: to measure the beam deflection at the mid-span 

loading point. 

• LVDTs (linear variable differential transducer): sensors to measure the beam 

deflection at mid & quarter-spans and send it to be recorded in a data logger. 

• Micrometre rotation gauge: measure the beam rotation at each support. 

• Mechanical Demec Gauge: Figure 6.2 shows a 50 mm length gauge that was 

used to measure the concrete strains. Four measurements were taken in the 

compression zone, i.e., 20 mm from the beam’s top surface and four 

measurements at the level of bottom reinforcement, i.e., 33 mm from the 

beam’s bottom surface. 

• Crack comparator: to measure crack widths at every load stage, Figure 6.3 

shows a clear photo for the crack comparator. 

• Load cell: to detect the applied load and send it to a data logger to be 

recorded. 

LVDTs and load cell, each connected to a data logger, were utilized to measure 

the movement and load simultaneously. 
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Figure 6.2: 50 mm length Demec gauge for measuring concrete strain 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.3: Crack comparator for measuring cracks widths during tests 
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Figure 6.4: Testing instruments 

 

6.2.3 Testing method 

All beams were subjected to a central concentrated load as shown in 

Figure 6.5. Supports did not provide any fixity from friction. Thus, the beams 

could be analysed as simply-supported beams. All beams were supported over a 

span of 1000 mm. A Mand Hydraulic Jack with load cell connected was used to 

load the specimens through a 100mm wide steel plate. After taking initial 

readings of all gauges, load was applied under load control mode with increment 

of 10 KN until reaching a value of 40 KN where an increment of 5 KN was 
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applied instead. Once the applied load approached the yield load, the 

displacement control loading mode was employed with the deflection increments 

of 2.0, 3.0, 5.0 and 10.0 mm, respectively. The deflection increments were 

continued past the maximum load until either the tensile steel fractured or the 

load decreased to about 40-60 % of the maximum load. Deflection and gauge 

readings were taken at each increment. After the load reached 40 KN, both 

callipers and Demec readings were taken. Prior to Demec gauge reaching its 

capacity, only callipers reading was taken subsequently and was continued until 

the test ended. Deflection data were collected from three locations, i.e. mid & 

quarter-span points using LVDTs. A dial gauge was placed at the mid-span point 

as well to verify the reading from one of the LVDTs. 

 

Figure 6.5: Ductility testing 
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6.2.4 Results and discussion 

6.2.4.1 General Behaviour 

 

Load-deflection curves for each group of beams are presented in figures 

6.6 - 6.9. Results of the maximum deflection, yield & ultimate loads and the 

maximum rotations are summarized in Table 6.3. It has been found that, 

although the difference was insignificant, most DC-100 and DC-150 specimens 

achieved slightly higher ultimate load than their respective counterparts, and the 

excesses are 14% and 3%, respectively. This is because bar C has a high proof 

stress and ultimate strength than bar C`. 

The onset and the propagation of cracks were recorded at each loading 

increment. Figures 6.10 -13 present photos for cracks distribution at different 

loading levels for each type of reinforcement and shear links spacing. Yield loads 

were between 91 and 100 KN and the ultimate load reached the range of 99 to 

121 KN. Continuingly loading all beams beyond the ultimate load resulted in 

various failure modes: DC’-100-1, DC’-100-3, DC-150-1 and DC-150-3 failed by 

fracturing all their tension reinforcement bars while others failed with bars 

deformed extensively. DC’-150 beams exhibited noticeable shear failure feature 

evidenced by the inclined critical cracks. Failing modes are shown in Figures 

6.14-17.    
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Ultimate yield ratio, i.e. ultimate load / yield load, as presented in Table 

6.3, was in the range of 1.05 to 1.14 for all specimens except DC’-100-1, DC’-

100-2 and DC’-100-3 being 1.21, 1.17, 1.17, respectively.  

Table 6.3 also present the maximum deflection at the mid-span point and 

maximum rotation when the bar fractured or loading dropped to 40% of its 

ultimate value. The total rotation experienced at the mid-span point is calculated 

by the mid-span deflection divided by a quarter of the beam span. The DC’-150 

group had the smallest rotation capacity, which was attributed to its shear-related 

failure nature. All other specimens had achieved a rotational capacity above 0.16 

rad, i.e. the ratio of the mid-span deflection is great than span/25. 

Figure 6.6: Load versus deflection for beam with C` class reinforcement @ 100 
mm shear links spacing 
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Figure 6.7: Load versus deflection for beam with C class reinforcement @ 100 
mm shear links spacing 
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Figure 6.8: Load versus deflection for beam with C` class reinforcement @ 150 
mm shear links spacing 

Figure 6.9: Load versus deflection for beam with C class reinforcement @ 150 
mm shear links spacing 
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Table 6.3: Ductility test results

Beam 

group 
Test beam 

Beam 

age 

(Days) 

Compressive 

strength 

(N/mm2) 

Indirect 

tensile 

strength 

(N/mm2) 

Modulus 

of rupture 

(N/mm2) 

Yield 

load 

(KN) 

Ultimate 

load 

(KN) 

Ultimate 

load/ yield 

load 

Maximum 

deflection 

Maximum 

rotation 

(rad) 

DC`-100 

DC’-100-1 22 33.2 3.06 4.52 100.5 121.30 1.21 48.50 0.19 

DC’-100-2 23 36.0 3.37 4.50 97.18 114.10 1.17 45.00 0.18 

DC’-100-3 24 36.4 3.80 4.74 99.17 116.70 1.17 35.00 0.14 

Avg. value 23 35.2 3.41 4.59 98.95 117.36 1.18 42.75 0.17 

DC`-150 

DC’-150-1 18 40.3 3.31 4.26 98.00 108.70 1.11 15.00 0.06 

DC’-150-2 19 39.5 3.38 4.63 99.40 113.90 1.14 35.75 0.14 

DC’-150-3 19 37.5 3.25 4.72 98.27 103.90 1.05 17.50 0.07 

Avg. value 19 39.1 3.32 4.54 98.56 108.83 1.10 22.75 0.09 

DC-100 

DC-100-1 14 33.2 2.71 4.33 93.00 99.71 1.07 42.50 0.17 

DC-100-2 15 37.9 3.04 4.67 91.10 102.00 1.11 61.25 0.25 

DC-100-3 18 39.9 3.47 4. 50 93.24 107.00 1.14 51.00 0.20 

Avg. value 17 37.0 3.07 4.50 92.78 102.93 1.11 51.50 0.21 

DC-150 

DC-150-1 19 44.3 3.39 4.84 94.14 104.40 1.11 47.25 0.19 

DC-150-2 20 45.3 3.01 4.56 92.40 105.70 1.14 52.50 0.21 

DC-150-3 21 45.3 2.84 4.61 95.60 105.90 1.11 77.50 0.31 

Avg. value 20 45.0 3.08 4.67 94.05 105.33 1.12 58.75 0.24 
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Figure 6.10: Example for cracks development of DC`-100            Figure 6.11: Example for cracks development of DC-100 
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  Figure 6.12: Example for cracks development of DC-150        Figure 6.13: Example for cracks development of DC`-150                    
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Figure 6.14: Failure modes for DC`-100 beams   Figure 6.15: Failure modes for DC-100 beams 
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 Figure 6.17: Failure modes for DC-150 beams                  Figure 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.16: Failure modes for DC`-150 beams                           Figure 6.17: Failure modes for DC-150 beams 
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6.2.4.2 Discussion of test results 

           Test results were examined with regard to the following two variables: 

reinforcement type and shear link spacing. Table 6.4 presents rotations at yield and 

ultimate loading levels in addition to the ductility of each tested beam. As mentioned 

previously in section 2.2.3 of Chapter two, ductility is considered as the ratio of the 

maximum curvature to the curvature at the yield load. The beam rotation is 

considered to be the curvature in calculating the ductility of tested beams as listed in 

Table 6.4. 

Comparing the ratio of the maximum rotation and the rotation at ultimate load 

between DC-100 and DC-150, it can be seen that decreasing the shear links spacing 

by third has increased the ductility of RC beam by 12%, but has a negligible effect on 

the ultimate loads, provided that both failure modes were in flexure.   

The comparison between DC-100 and DC’-100 showed that bar C’ resulted in 

a reduced ductility (around 11%) but increased the ultimate load by around 14%. 

DC-100 reached yield point at a smaller rotation than DC’-100 but both beams had 

comparable rotation at the ultimate load.  

DC’-150 had shear-related failure and therefore it had reduced ultimate load 

as its failure was governed by shear resistance and hence exhibited a brittle failure 

mode. The reason that DC-150 still remained the flexure-related failure was because 

that it had higher concrete strength.  
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Table 6.4: Ductility of tested beams  

Beam set 
Tested 

beam 

Rotation 

at yield 

load (rad) 

Rotation 

at ultimate 

load (rad) 

Maximum 

rotation 

(rad) 

Ductility (Maximum 

rotation/Rotation at 

ultimate load) 

DC-100 

DC-100-1 0.010 0.118 0.194 1.64 

DC-100-2 0.009 0.100 0.180 1.80 

DC-100-3 0.011 0.118 0.140 1.19 

Avg. value 0.010 0.115 0.171 1.54 

DC-150 

DC-150-1 0.009 0.049 0.060 1.23 

DC-150-2 0.010 0.110 0.143 1.31 

DC-150-3 0.011 0.050 0.070 1.41 

Avg. value 0.010 0.070 0.091 1.30 

DC`-100 

DC`-100-1 0.006 0.099 0.170 1.71 

DC`-100-2 0.005 0.125 0.245 2.00 

DC`-100-3 0.006 0.136 0.204 1.50 

Avg. value 0.006 0.119 0.206 1.74 

DC`-150 

DC`-150-1 0.009 0.150 0.189 1.22 

DC`-150-2 0.011 0.150 0.210 1.40 

DC`-150-3 0.007 0.150 0.310 2.10 

Avg. value 0.009 0.150 0.235 1.56 
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6.2.4.3 Effect of shear link spacing and reinforcement type 

Figures 6.18 & 6.19 illustrate the link spacing versus maximum deflection at 

the failure load & ultimate load, respectively. Each point in both figures represents 

the average for three identical beams. Beams reinforced with C` steel has higher 

ultimate load when confined with shear links at 100 mm spacing than 150 mm; that is 

due to the fact that the dense shear links will provide more confining effect and 

hence increase the concrete strength. Both sets of beams reinforced with C’ and C 

bars showed almost the same yield loads in both link spacing cases. 

In the case of DC series, as DC-150 beams had a considerably higher 

concrete strength than DC-100 at test (45kN/mm2 vs. 37kN/mm2), DC-150 beams 

had a higher ultimate load despite of the enhanced confining effect. If the maximum 

deflections at failure for both sets of beams DC-100 & DC-150 are normalized by the 

concrete strength, the values of (1.391 & 1.305) respectively are resulted. That can 

explain the reason why DC-150 beams had higher deflections comparing with DC-

100. 

In general, beams reinforced by C` steel with 100 mm links has the highest 

yield and ultimate loads among all tests and C` reinforced beams with 150 mm links 

had higher yield and ultimate loads than all other beams reinforced with C-class 

steel. This can be explained as C` steel has higher loading capacity than standard C-

class which gives more resistance to the beams reinforced with C` bars. 
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High rotation values were noticed for beams reinforced with C` bars rather 

than C with shear links at 100 mm spacing at yield and the maximum load points, 

whereas C` beams with 150 mm had the highest maximum rotation among all tests.  

Due to the various confining effect of the shear links of different spacing, The 

effective RR ratio for the 100mm shear link spacing case is lower than the 150mm 

case even the amount of the longitudinal bars remain the same. This agrees with the 

observations made by Beeby (1997) that “ductility reaches the maximum when the 

reinforcement ratio RR is set at a relatively low level and goes lower when RR 

increases after pass this level”.  

Figure 6.18: Maximum deflection at failure versus number of shear links for C & C’ 
reinforcement 
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Figure 6.19: Ultimate load versus link spacing for C & C’ reinforcement 

Note: 15 links were used in beams with 100 mm spacing  

         & 10 links in beams with 150 mm spacing 

 

6.2.4.4 Analytical predictions and comparison with experimental results 

The predictions for both ultimate load and the failure mode of tested beams 

were carried out by using the model proposed by BS EN 1992-1-1:2004 in order to 

compare the laboratories tests with the code predictions. Based on the analytical 

predictions, the tested RC beams will be checked whether they comply with the 

codes and can identify any odd behaviour or results of the tested beams.  

Beam failure can also be identified for flexure or shear. Calculations were made 

to determine the failure load for each case and the lower value were considered as 
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flexural and shear capacities, where: fck= 27 N/mm2, d =192 mm, b = 150 mm, As = 

235.5 mm2, A’s = 157 mm2. 

6.2.4.8.1 Flexural capacity 

Status of tension steel bars needs to be checked whether they are in under-

reinforced, balanced or over-reinforced. For that purpose, concrete compression 

force Fc, reinforcement tensile force F’s and reinforcement compression force Fs will 

be calculated to check if Fc + F’s ≥ Fs or not. The previous three forces are given by 

the following equations: 

Actual x can be calculated by equating the forces as follows: Fc + F’s = Fs. 

However, the equations for Fc, F’s, and Fs are going to be calculated by ignoring all 

partial factors for the purpose of having maximum loads: 

bxfF ckc =
               (6.1) 

sscs AfF '' =                  (6.2) 

( )







 −
=

x

dx
fsc

'
5.717                 (6.3) 

syks AfF =                  (6.4) 

where: 

d: Effective depth – depth to the centre of the tension steel. In this case = 192 

mm 

fck: Characteristic strength of concrete in compression (cylinder). In this case = 

35.28 N/mm2 

fyk: Characteristic yield strength of tension/compression steel bar. For C` = 

538.4 N/mm2 
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As: Area of the longitudinal tension reinforcement. For 10 mm bars = 78.5 

mm2 

Asw: Area of shear reinforcement. For 8 mm bars = 50.24 mm2 

Finally, the resistance of bending moment is: 

( ) )4.0('' xdFddFM cs −+−=                (6.5) 

The recorded ultimate moment Mu = 24.58 KN.m. 

As a simply support beams with three points loading: 
4

PL
Mu =  

Therefore the point load (P) = 4Mu = 98.33 KN     as L=1 m. 

where: 

M: the moment resistance for the cross section of examined beams 

P: point load value at the center of beam span where load is applied 

L: span length of the beam between the two supports 

6.2.4.8.2 Shear capacity 

a) The resistance is provided by the less value between the following two equations 

results: 

s

dfA
V

yksw

sRd

θcot9.0

,
=                (6.6) 

θθ tancot

9.0
max,

+
= cd

RD

bdf
V                (6.7) 

Where:  

VRd,s: Design shear resistance governed by the yielding of shear reinforcements 

VRd,max: Design shear resistance governed by the crushing of concrete struts 
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The angle between the concrete compression strut and the beam axis 

required to resist the shear design force θ should be determined by considering the 

following two conditions: 

• The maximum resistance should be achieved 

• It should fall into this region: 21.8⁰ ≤ θ ≤ 45⁰ 
By Substituting Equation 6.2 into Equation 6.3, θ can be found to be: 












+=

yksw

cd

fA

bfs

.

..
1tanθ                (6.8) 

where: 

s: the spacing between shear links 

fcd: the designed compression value of concrete 

In this case, θ is 0.445 rad. 

Therefore, VRd,s = 131 KN 

Also, 
2

,

P
V sRD =  

Therefore the Point load (P) = 2 x VRd,s = 262 KN 

The lower value of the point loads between the flexural moment resistance 

and shear resistance will be considered as the ultimate failure load, which is the 

flexural failure load 100.32 kN. 

Table 6.5 presents results of the theoretical prediction of all beams. It is worth 

noting that in this test, the beam mid-span section experienced both high bending 

moment and shear force, and whereas the above methods predict the resistance 

under the sole flexural or shear action. There is possibility that a joint action of 
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flexure and shear will lead to a mixed failure mode. This is particularly the case when 

the ratio of resistance due to sole shear and sole flexure is low.   This perhaps 

explain why the failure mode for DC’-150 beam has shear-failure nature.  Table 6.6 

presents both experimental and theoretical failure loads and the ratio Pexp/Pthe, where 

Pexp & Pthe are the experimental and theoretical failure loads respectively. All beams 

have exceeded their predicted failure load. 

 

Table 6.5: Theoretical load failure predictions for beams reinforced with single bars 

beam 

Neutral 
axis depth 

(x) 

(mm) 

Theta (ө) 

(degree) 

Flexural 
moment 

failure load 
(KN) 

Shear 
failure load 

(KN) 

Shear failure 
load/Flexural 

moment 
failure load 

DC`-100-1 37.7 30.71 96.57 322 3.33 

DC`-100-2 36.22 29.68 97.35 346 3.55 

DC`-100-3 36 29.54 97.45 348 3.57 

DC`-150-1 34.43 22.9 98.36 311 3.16 

DC`-150-2 34.74 23 98.20 309 3.15 

DC`-150-3 35.53 23.47 97.74 302 3.09 

DC-100-1 36 30.71 90 322 3.58 

DC-100-2 33.82 29 91.24 354 3.88 

DC-100-3 33 28.54 91.63 362.5 3.96 

DC-150-1 31.66 22.13 92.56 323.3 3.49 

DC-150-2 31.31 21.9 93 326.6 3.51 

DC-150-3 31.31 21.9 93 326.6 3.51 
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Table 6.6: Comparison between theoretical and experimental ultimate loads for 
beams reinforced with single bars 

Beam 

Theoretical 

ultimate load Pthe 

(KN) 

Experimental 

ultimate load 

Pexp (KN) 

Pexp & Pthe 

DC`-100-1 96.57 121.3 1.26 

DC`-100-2 97.35 114.1 1.17 

DC`-100-3 97.45 116.7 1.20 

DC`-150-1 98.36 108.7 1.11 

DC`-150-2 98.20 113.9 1.16 

DC`-150-3 97.74 103.9 1.06 

DC-100-1 90 99.71 1.11 

DC-100-2 91.24 102 1.12 

DC-100-3 91.63 107 1.17 

DC-150-1 92.56 104.4 1.13 

DC-150-2 93 105.7 1.14 

DC-150-3 93 105.9 1.14 

 

 

6.3 RC Beams with Steel Mesh Test 

 

6.3.1 Introduction 

 

All tests were done using beams with a length of 1400 mm, breadth of 300 

mm and height of 100 mm. Reinforcement consists of welded steel meshes with 

main bars along the specimen length and secondary welded bars along the 
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specimen breadth. Figure 6.20 shows a detailed drawing for a typical tested beam 

reinforced with steel mesh, it can be seen in the drawing that steel meshes are 

welded so secondary bars locate below the main bars. The concrete cover from 

bottom face of the beam to the secondary bars is 20 mm. All secondary bars have a 

diameter of 8 mm while main bars are 8, 10 or 12 mm, respectively. As the previous 

test for ductility, all beams were casted using a vibration table in two layers and 

covered after casting with polythene sheeting in order to be de-moulded after 48 

hours and stored in a curing tank till testing day. 

As all other experimental tests in this study, all specimens in this test are 

identified with an alpha numeric designation. The first letter D indicates ductility test, 

followed by letter F which stands for fabric, as beams are reinforced with steel 

fabrics. The last letter is C` or A to refer to the steel class of main bars in the steel 

mesh. Two numbers follow the alphabets indicating the main bar diameter size in 

mm and number of the tested beam in each group. Table 6.7 includes details about 

all tested beams and their reinforcement. 

A simple drawing for RC beam with steel mesh is shown in Figure 6.20. As it 

can be seen in the drawing the beam is simply supported with one pint load in the 

middle. 
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Figure 6.20: Detailed drawing for a tested beam reinforced with steel mesh 

 

Table 6.7: Test beams and reinforcement details 

Test specimen 
Number of tested 

beams 

Main steel class & 

size 

Secondary bar 

size 

DFA-8 2 Bar A, 8 mm 8 mm 

DFA-10 2 Bar A, 10 mm 8 mm 

DFC`-8 3 Bar C’, 8 mm 8 mm 

DFC`-10 3 Bar C’, 10 mm 8 mm 

DFC`-12 3 Bar C’, 12 mm 8 mm 
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6.3.2 Test instruments 

Same instruments as in ductility test for beams reinforced with confined single 

bars are used in the current test. Only one more strain reading has been added 

using strain gauges. 

Strain gauges are placed at the middle of the main longitudinal bars and 

connected to the data logger so precise readings for reinforcement strain can be 

recorded. In order to get an accurate reading using strain gauges, a few steps are 

needed to be followed to mountain the strain gauges properly on the steel surface. 

The mounting process is widely explained in the next section. 

6.3.3 Mounting strain gauge 

There are five steps for the process of mounting a strain gauge in this study: 

prepare the surface of the steel bar, mark the surface for gauge orientation, prepare 

the gauge for mounting, position the gauge on the bar, and apply protection for the 

strain gauge. 

A special kit is needed to mountain the strain gauge properly which includes: 

• Degreaser 

• Acid and basic solution 

• An adhesive to install the strain gauge 

• Laboratory grinder and different grades of sand papers 

• Scissors, strip chart paper and permanent marker for the strain  

• Tweezers, Teflon sheet, tape strips and razor blade to glue the gauge to the 

steel bar. 

• Wire strippers/cutters. 
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Starting with applying the degreaser to the area of the bar where the strain 

gauge will be placed. Then a grinder is used to remove the ribs at that area. After 

that, an emery cloth and sand papers of grades 180, 220, 360 and 440 are used in 

order to smooth the surface of the steel bar after cutting the ribs as much as it can 

be done so the strain gauge can be perfectly glued to the steel bar. 

Acidic solution then is applied to the steel surface followed by applying 400 

grade of sand paper to perform wet sand surface. After that, a prep-conditioner is 

applied to rinse the steel surface where the wet sand is performed followed by 

applying the prep-neutralizer, basic solution. A cloth is used to clean the treated area 

of the steel bar. 

The bar surface is marked for gauge orientation. Using a tweezers, the strain 

gauge is placed on a clean small box and a piece of tape is cut and folded from both 

sides. Then by placing the thumb over the tape and quickly in one motion, the tape is 

slid over the strain gauge. After that, the tape piece that includes the strain gauge it 

pulled off one side to apply special glue, catalyst C, at the bottom of strain gauge 

and let it dry for around 60 seconds. Then, the tape and strain gauge are placed on 

the steel bar surface and using a Teflon sheet pressure is applied using thumb for 60 

seconds to make sure of mounting the strain gauge properly. Finally the tape is 

gently pulled off to remove the tape and keep the gauge placed on the bar. 

For protecting the strain gauge and making sure that the casting process will 

not affect the strain gauge itself or the wires connecting it to the data logger, the 

strain gauge wire is tied to the bar. After that, a plastic sleeve of same length as the 

strain gauge is inserted to cover the gauge and silicon is applied on and around the 

sleeve to make sure that the strain gauge is isolated and the effect of casting and 
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vibration on the gauge is minimised as much as it can be. Figure 6.21 shows (a-e) 

steps for mounting a strain gauge starting by removing the steel bar ribs till final 

stage which is covering the strain gauge with silicon. 

 

 

Figure 6.21: Mounting strain gauge on a steel bar 
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6.3.4 Test procedure 

Control specimens are prepared and casted at the same day of beam cast 

using same concrete mix. Three cubes, three cylinders and three prisms are casted 

for each tested beam in order to determine the compressive strength, indirect tensile 

strength and modulus of rupture respectively. Testing results for all the control 

specimens are provided in Table 6.8 for each beam, control specimens are tested at 

same day along with reinforced beams. 

 

Table 6.8: Control specimen’s results for RC beams with steel meshes 

Set of 

beams 

Tested 

beam 

Compressive 

strength 

fcm,cube 

(N/mm2) 

Characteristic 

cylinder 

strength fck 

(N/mm2) 

Indirect 

tensile 

strength 

(N/mm2) 

Modulus of 

rupture 

(N/mm2) 

DFA-8 
DFA-8-1 

43.8 38.0 3.4 6.4 
DFA-8-2 

DFA-10 
DFA-10-1 

39.1 34.0 3.1 5.3 
DFA-10-2 

DFC`-8 

DFC’-8-1 

32.1 19.7 2.2 5.3 DFC’-8-2 

DFC’-8-3 

DFC`-10 

DFC’-10-1 

26.9 23.5 2.5 4.1 DFC’-10-2 

DFC’-10-3 

DFC`-12 

DFC’-12-1 

28.7 25.0 2.6 3.9 DFC’-12-2 

DFC’-12-3 
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Same loading procedure as in the ductility test for beams reinforced with 

confined single bars is followed in the current test as well. Results analysis and 

discussion are explained widely in the next section. Figure 6.22 shows test 

arrangements and loading conditions applied for each beam at testing day. 

 

Figure 6.22: set up of concrete beam reinforced with steel mesh for ductility test 

6.3.5 General behaviour and results 

Table 6.9 shows the results for all ductility tests for beams reinforced with 

steel meshes. In addition to that, results for control specimens are included in Table 

6.9 for all tested beams. Graphs for load versus deflection have been produced 

based on test results and shown in Figures 6.23, 6.24, 6.25, 6.26 and 6.27. It is 

shown in the mentioned graphs that all identical beams follow the same trend, only in 

Figure 6.26, one beam, DFC`-10-1 had a ductile behaviour while the other two 

identical beams DFC`-10-2 and DFC`-10-3 did not show a ductile failure as they has 
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a shear failure. The presence of shear failure can be explained as a joint action of 

moment and shear happens near the loading which can lead the beam to fail in 

shear instead of moment. 

 

 Figure 6.23: Behaviour of RC beams with class A steel meshes and main bar 
diameter of 8 mm 

 

 

Figure 6.24: Behaviour of RC beams with class A steel meshes and main bar 
diameter of 10 mm 
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Figure 6.25: Behaviour of RC beams with class C` steel meshes and main diameter 
of 8 mm 
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Figure 6.26: Behaviour of RC beams with class C` steel meshes and main diameter 
of 10 mm 

 

 

 

Figure 6.27: Behaviour of RC beams with class C` steel meshes and main diameter 
of 12 mm 
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Table 6.9: Properties of ductility tests for RC beams with steel meshes & properties of control specimens 

Beam set 
Tested 
beam  

Compressive 
strength 
(N/mm2) 

Indirect 
tensile 

strength 
(N/mm2) 

Modulus 
of rupture 
(N/mm2) 

Yield 
load 
(KN) 

Ultimate 
load (KN) 

Ductility 
(ultimate load/ 

yield load) 

Maximum 
deflection 

Maximum 
rotation (rad) 

DFA-8 

DFA-8-1 

43.8 3.38 6.39 

25.5 28 1.1 22.95 0.20 

DFA-8-2 23.8 25.7 1.08 26.16 0.22 

Avg. value 24.65 26.85 1.09 24.55 0.20 

DFA-10 

DFA-10-1 

39.13 3.14 5.31 

36.7 40.9 1.11 38.24 0.30 

DFA-10-2 36.4 41.14 1.13 42.24 0.34 

Avg. value 36.55 41 1.12 40.24 0.32 

DFC’-8 

DFC’-8-1 

32.05 2.18 5.34 

23.3 25.23 1.08 31.48 0.30 

DFC’-8-2 24.7 29.24 1.18 32.26 0.36 

DFC’-8-3 24.33 27.3 1.12 29.29 0.34 

Avg. value 24.11 27.26 1.13 31.01 0.32 

DFC’-10 

DFC’-10-1 

26.86 2.48 4.14 

36.5 40.66 1.12 21.97 0.20 

DFC’-10-2 36.4 39.5 1.08 30.17 0.24 

DFC’-10-3 34.8 37.5 1.08 21.11 0.16 

Avg. value 35.9 39.22 1.09 24.41 0.20 

DFC’-12 

DFC’-12-1 

28.65 2.6 3.86 

39.6 46.4 1.17 26 0.20 

DFC’-12-2 39.2 46.75 1.19 22.23 0.18 

DFC’-12-3 39.53 46.6 1.18 30.61 0.24 

Avg. value 39.44 46.6 1.18 26.28 0.22 
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6.3.6 Comparison based on main bar diameter 

Examples for the behaviour of RC beams reinforced with steel meshes which 

vary in main bar diameters are presented in Figures 6.28 & 6.31. Figure 6.28 shows 

two different series, the first series is for steel mesh reinforcement with 8 mm 

diameter size for both main and cross bars while the second series is for steel mesh 

reinforcement with 8 mm diameter size for cross bars and 10 mm diameter size for 

main bars. Bars in both series are A class steel bars; it is observed that mesh with 

10 mm main bars can sustain higher load and undergoes more deflection after peak 

load comparing with the other mesh. 

Figure 6.28: Behaviour of different main bar diameters for DFA-8 & DFA-10 

  

Three RC beams with different main bar diameters 8, 10 and 12 mm 

respectively are shown in Figure 6.31. Beams reinforced with 12 mm main bars 
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comparing to other beams in terms of behaviour and deflection. The deflection of RC 

beams with 10 mm main bars had the highest deflection when load drops to 80 % of 

the maximum load value. Failure modes for both beams presented in in the previous 

Figure are shown in Figures 6.29 & 6.30. 

 

 

Figure 6.29: Ductility test failure mode for DFA-8 
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Figure 6.30: Ductility test failure mode for DFA-10 

 

Figure 6.31: Behaviour of different main bar diameters for RC beams with class C` 
steel meshes and 8, 10 & 12 mm main bars diameters 
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The reason that the RC beam reinforced with mesh of 10 mm bars provided 

the best ductility is the fact that 10 mm bars provide a better moment resistance 

comparing to 8 mm bars. With comparison between 10 & 12 mm bars it is noticed 

that 12 mm bars might have reached the highest loads but with a modulus of rupture 

and compressive strength similar to the 10 mm mesh, that will initiate cracks easier 

and trig the damage of concrete more quickly, which can lead to shear failure as 

shown in Figure 6.34. On the other hand, beams reinforced with meshes of 10 mm 

main bars have suffered a joint action of moment and shear failure together; Figure 

6.33 shows an example for this type of failure according to the tests done for this 

study. The ductile behaviour is shown in Figure 6.32 which represents the failure 

mode for beams reinforced with meshes of 8 mm main bars. 

Analytical prediction for beams failure loads have also been carried out using 

same method which has been mentioned previously in section 1.2.2.5. For beams 

reinforced with steel meshes of 12 mm main bars, the moment failure load is 

between 23.8 and 43.32 KN which is less than the maximum experimental load for 

all beams as shown in Table 6.10 
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Table 6.10: Comparison between theoretical and experimental ultimate loads for 
beams reinforced with steel meshes 

Beam 
Predicted shear 

failure load (KN) 

Predicted 

moment 

failure load 

(KN) 

Experimental 

failure load (KN) 

DFA-8-1 223.6 23.8 28 

DFA-8-2 223.6 23.8 25.7 

DFA-10-1 221.2 33.4 40.9 

DFA-10-2 221.2 33.4 41.14 

DFC’-8-1 259.7 23 25.23 

DFC’-8-2 259.7 23 29.24 

DFC’-8-3 259.7 23 27.3 

DFC’-10-1 282.2 32.8 40.66 

DFC’-10-2 282.2 32.8 39.5 

DFC’-10-3 282.2 32.8 37.5 

DFC’-12-1 269.8 43.32 46.4 

DFC’-12-2 269.8 43.32 46.75 

DFC’-12-3 269.8 43.32 46.6 
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Figure 6.32: Ductility test failure mode for DFC`-8-1 

 

Figure 6.33: Ductility test failure mode for DFC`-10-2 
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Figure 6.34: Ductility test failure mode for DFC`-12-2 

 

6.3.7 Comparison based on the reinforcement steel class 

Each of the Figures 6.35 & 6.36 shows the behaviour of two beams with 

different main steel classes   

In the case of 8 mm main bars diameter,  as shown in Figure 6.35, it can be 

noticed that the behaviour of both beams is similar although the beam reinforced 

with C` class can withstand slightly higher load and tolerate larger deflection. This is 

due to the fact that reinforcement class C` is more ductile and able to carry higher 

loads comparing to class A steel bars. That was proofed by testing both bar classes 

using Denison machine for tensile purposes and shown in Chapter 4. 
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By looking at the previous Figures 6.29 & 6.32 which illustrate the failure 

modes for both beams presented in Figure 6.35, it is obvious that beam with C` class 

has more cracks and larger deflection as the beam suffered higher load that during 

testing comparing to the beam with A class reinforcement 

 

Figure 6.35: Behaviour of RC beams with meshes of classes C` & A 

 

Beams with C` steel class and 10 mm diameter for main bars suffered a shear 

failure as presented in Figure 6.33, while beams with A class reinforcement had a 

failure which is close to moment failure as clear in Figure 6.32. This can be 

explained as beams with A class bars are due to fail before the deterioration of 

concrete which allow them to fail in a ductile manner. Figure 6.36 shows the 

behaviour for two beams with two different main bar classes of A and C` 

respectively. 
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Figure 6.36: Behaviour of RC beams with meshes of classes C` & A and main bar 

diameter of 10 mm 

 

6.3.8 Strain measurement of main steel bar and concrete surface 

The strain of main steel bars of the reinforcing steel meshes was measured 

using strain gauges. Mechanical Demec gauge was used also to measure the strain 

of concrete. An explanation about the instruments used and installation process 

have been mentioned earlier in this study. 

Each of the graphs in Figures 6.37 and 6.38 shows the series for two strain 

measurements. The first one is for the strain gauge regarding steel strain 

measurements which is connected to the data logger while the second series is for 

the concrete strain which was chosen to be at same level with the strain gauge. 
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It is not possible to let the strain gauge records the maximum strain value for 

steel as due to loading, beams will start to bend and steel will elongate which will 

affect either the strain gauge itself or the wires connecting it to the data logger. That 

will not allow keeping measuring the steel strain till end of the test as after a certain 

point the received readings for strain gauges will not represent the real values due to 

damage of wires or gauges. 

It is obvious from the graphs in Figures 6.37 and 6.38 that the concrete and 

steel strains almost follow the same trend although higher strain values are recorded 

for concrete comparing to steel at failure load. This is the reason for having wider 

and more cracks in case of reinforcing identical beams with larger bar diameter as 

the concrete will be forced to sustain larger strain to comply with higher steel strain 

due to the larger steel diameter. 

Larger steel bars can sustain larger strains and a result of that the concrete as 

a non-ductile material will be prone for more cracks and degradation which may lead 

to shear failure as happened in some tests in this study as in DFC`-10-2 & DFC`-12-

2 and shown in Figures 6.28 and 6.29 respectively. 
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Figure 6.37: steel strain vs concrete strain graphs for RC beams with steel mesh of 

8 mm main bars and steel of class A 
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Figure 6.38: steel strain vs concrete strain graphs for RC beams with steel mesh of 
10 mm main bars and steel of class A 
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6.4 Summary 

The key findings of this chapter can be summarized as follows: 

1. Ductility or rotational capacity is not related to capacity of reinforcing steel 

while beams with more ductile behaviour showed high yield loads. 

2. Load capacities of beams reinforced with C steel are higher than beams 

reinforced with C` steel. 

3. There is a positive correlation between the ultimate load and link spacing for 

C` bars, while C steel achieved almost similar ultimate load for both 100 & 

150 mm link spacing with insignificant difference of 2 KN. 

4. Beams reinforced with C` steel bars showed more ductility than those 

reinforced with standard C bars. 

5. Beams with 150 mm link spacing tend to be more ductile than those confined 

with links at 100 mm spacing. 

6. A better ductility performance is not associated with the use of larger bars as 

more cracks will appear due to suffering higher loads as larger bars diameters 

have been used. 

7. RC beams with steel meshes are more ductile than beams reinforced with 

single bars and showed better performance in the post-peak region when load 

starts to drop down after reaching the maximum point. 
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Chapter 7: Comparison of Rotational Capacity with 

Existing Analytical Model 

7.1 Introduction  

This chapter includes calculations of rotational capacity of all beams which 

have been tested and presented previously in Chapter 6. Two methods are followed 

to calculate the rotational capacity. 

Firstly, the rotational capacity is determined using the mid span deflection of 

each tested beam. The mid span deflection can be found in Tables 6.3 and 9 of 

Chapter 6. Rotational capacity is calculated by dividing the mid span deflection by 

half of the length of the plastic hinge zone. The suggested length of the plastic hinge 

zone is specified in BS EN 1992-1-1:2004 as 1.2 times beam height and shown in 

Figure 7.1. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.1: Detailed drawing for plastic hinge zone of RC continuous beams and 

one way slabs (BS EN 1992-1-1: 2004) 
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Secondly the rotational capacity is determined using numerical model 

developed in Hestbech’s PhD thesis (2013). Hestbech has investigated the ductility 

of reinforced concrete structures and proposed a model to determine the rotational 

capacity of flexural elements.  

7.2 The Concept of Hestbech Model   

The concept of the model of Hestbech is shown in Figure 7.2. Hestbech has 

made a number of assumptions in order to develop the model as follows: 

• The tensile reinforcement should yield. 

 

Figure7.2: The basis of the Lars model (Hestbech, 2013) 
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• The stress-strain relationship for reinforcement in the tension zone is bi-linear 

as presented in Figure 7.3. The stiffness Esy and stress σs of the post-yield 

stage are determined by Equations 7.1 and 2 as follows: 

4"5 = �67�Ɛ967Ɛ9                (7.1) 

:" = �5 + 4"5;Ɛ" < Ɛ"5=               (7.2) 

 

where: 

Esy: post yield stiffness 

fu: ultimate stress of tension reinforcement 

fy: yield stress of tension reinforcement 

Ɛsu: ultimate strain of tension reinforcement 

Ɛsy: yield strain of tension reinforcement 

σs: stress of the tension reinforcement in post yield region 

Ɛs: strain of tension reinforcement at the point where σs is calculated 

 

Figure 7.3: Bi-linear stress-srain relationship for tension reinforcement 
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• Loading plates are used at supports and loading points with specific 

dimensions, b & lw. where b is the breadth of the loading plate and lw is the 

width. 

• The yield and failure of shear reinforcement are not allowed. 

• The stresses are constant and equally distributed in shear reinforcement. 

• The value of the neutral axis depth is considered from the critical cross 

section. 

7.3 Rotational capacity calculation using numerical modelling 

An example of determining the rotational capacity for one of the beams which 

has been examined for the purpose of this study is shown below. Explanation of the 

steps is also presented. 

7.3.1 Procedure of determining the rotational capacity 

 In this section, it is demonstrated how to calculate the rotational capacity 

using the numerical model developed by Hestbech. The rotational capacity is 

determined using the following steps: 

• Determine the maximum tension force Tmax. 

• Find out the variation in the tension force curve T(η). 

• Consider the tension stiffening effect and adjust the tension force curve 

according to that. 

• Calculate the rotational capacity using  integration along the plastic hinge 

length 

The maximum tension force is found from Equation 7.3 as follows: 
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>?@A =	C" D�5 + 4"5;Ɛ�E  7�
� − Ɛ"5)F                      (7.3) 

Where: 

As : area of tension reinforcement 

Ɛcu: ultimate strain of concrete 

β: steel rupture 

 

 The steel rupture can be found as a relative neutral axis depth limit. The 

definition of the relative neutral axis limit can be found from the following expression 

(neutral axis depth / d). 

 The variation of tension force is defined in Equation 7.4 and then the tension 

stiffening is calculated from Equation 7.5 taking into consideration the average 

stiffening effect ∆TTs in Equation 7.6. 

G>H;I) = JK
LMNO),

IL                (7.4) 

G>PQ =  

 RS�T                (7.5) 

>PQ;I) = >?@A − G>H;I) − G>PQ	                      (7.6) 

Where: 

Lfan: length of the stress fan. 

O: summation of the circumferences of the steel reinforcement in the beam. 

V0: shear force that is related to the moment equilibrium for the critical cross section 

of the beam.  
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x0: crack spacing  (spacing between cracks). 

z: distance between the centre of tension and compression reinforcement. 

η: the local beam axis. It is introduced from the critical section where shear equals to 

zero. 

Then the strain in plastic hinge zone is calculated from Equation 7.7:  

Ɛ",V;I) =
WWX;Y)
Z9

7�
[9

                (7.7) 

After that the cracks spacing (plastic slip) within the plastic hinge zone is calculated 

using integration in Equation 7.8 and finally the rotational capacity is calculated by 

dividing Equation 7.8 with the distance to the neutral axis as shown in Equation 7.9 

\V = ] Ɛ",V /L_`
7 /L_` 	;I)�I                (7.8) 

aV =	 "`
�75K

                           (7.9) 

The length of the plastic hinge Lp equals to double the value of η when T(η) equals to 

the yield force in steel Ty. 

7.3.2 Comparison between experimental and numerical rotational capacity 

 Tables 7.1 and 7.2 show the rotational capacities for beams reinforced with 

single bars and steel meshes respectively. It is shown in Table 7.1 that the predicted 

values of the rotational capacity are similar to the experimental values of beams 

reinforced with single steel bars and confined with shear links. On the other hand, it 

is noticed from Table 7.2 that the predicted and experimental values of the rotational 
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capacity of beams reinforced with steel meshes are not very close and there is a big 

difference revealed between both of the values. That can be explained as the model 

has been based on double reinforced beams confined with shear links, while beams 

reinforced with steel meshes can be considered as single reinforced beams, for 

which the model is not applicable. The other reason is that the model is based on the 

analysis of cracks caused by the tensile reinforcement. In case of beams reinforced 

with steel meshes, the cross bars cannot provide same confinement as shear links 

do in the other beams. Based on that, beams with mesh reinforcement are prone to 

more cracks and concrete deterioration which will not allow the beams to achieve the 

predicted rotational capacity as the predicted value is based on a proper 

confinement of the concrete using shear links. 

Table 7.1: Rotational capacity of double reinforced beams reinforced with single 
steel bars 

Beam set Tested beam 
Rotation based on 

analytical model (rad) 

Rotation based on 

deflection (rad) 

DC`-100 
DC’-100-1 0.460 0.434 

DC’-100-2 0.462 0.346 

DC’-100-3 0.462 0.434 

DC`-150 
DC’-150-1 0.512 0.546 

DC’-150-2 0.571 0.526 

DC’-150-3 0.562 0.468 

DC-100 
DC-100-1 0.474 0.572 

DC-100-2 0.545 0.574 

DC-100-3 0.563 0.584 

DC-150 
DC-150-1 0.623 0.546 

DC-150-2 0.684 0.420 

DC-150-3 0.684 0.420 
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Table 7.2: Rotational capacity of beams reinforced with steel meshes 

beam Rotational capacity based 

on analytical model (rad) 

Rotation based on 

deflection (rad) 

DFA-8-1 0.58 0.20 

DFA-8-2 0.58 0.22 

DFA-10-1 0.602 0.30 

DFA-10-2 0.602 0.34 

DFC’-8-1 0.456 0.30 

DFC’-8-2 0.456 0.36 

DFC’-8-3 0.456 0.34 

DFC’-10-1 0.507 0.20 

DFC’-10-2 0.507 0.24 

DFC’-10-3 0.507 0.16 

DFC’-12-1 0.384 0.20 

DFC’-12-2 0.384 0.18 

DFC’-12-3 0.384 0.24 

 

7.4 Summary 

 Comparison between the experimental rotational capacities of RC beams 

which have been recorded from tests with the rotational capacity of same beams 

calculated based on an analytical model. It has been found that the results are 

similar when beams are reinforced with steel bars and confined with shear links as 

the model has been developed on RC beams with same specifications as the beams 

used for investigation in this study. In the case of beams reinforced with steel 

meshes the results of the analytical model did not match with the experimental 

results, which indicates the need of extending the current model to include different 

types of reinforcement such as steel meshes. 
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Chapter 8: Conclusions 

 

8.1 Introduction 

 This research aims to investigate the impact of steel bar properties on the 

bond and ductility performance of RC members. This chapter summarizes the work 

of the studies which have been carried out for the purpose of fulfilling the aims and 

objectives that were set at the very early stage of this research and stated in the first 

chapter of this thesis.  

8.2 Main findings of this thesis regarding bond performance 

 It is found based on the investigations that steel bar properties can 

significantly affect the bond performance of RC members. The key findings of this 

study regarding bond interaction between steel and concrete can be stated as 

follows: 

• Different rib patterns for steel bars of the same class, i.e. C & C`, can affect 

the bond performance and failure behaviour of reinforced concrete. It has 

been found in this study that additional longitudinal ribs can smooth the 

friction between steel and concrete and lead to the pull-out failure instead of 

splitting failure mode. 

• The presence of shear links tends to increase the confinement of concrete 

surrounding the reinforcing bar and thus result in higher bond strength and 

more likely to fail with the steel bar pulled out instead of splitting failure. 

• Examining the effect of shear links with different spacing finds that a notable 

increase in bond strength when the smaller spacing is applied. 
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• Bars with “better bond conditions” have better performance in terms of bond 

interaction. Better conditions here can be defined as: adequate concrete 

cover, bars placed far from the casting surface and concrete surrounding the 

bar to be properly compacted. 

• Smaller slips are recorder for mesh reinforcement compared with the single 

bar reinforcement. That is due to the additional confinement that is provided 

by the welded cross bar. 

• Larger concrete cover will render the pull-out failure and large covers will 

delay the splitting failure resulting in a ductile pull-out failure. 

 

8.3 Main findings regarding ductility 

Three point load test on simply supported beams reinforced with steel bars 

and steel meshes were conducted to investigate the effect of steel properties on the 

ductility behaviour and load resistance of reinforced concrete members. The 

outcome of this work can be categorised as follows: 

• Smaller shear links spacing or in other words more shear links in RC beam 

results in higher failure loads for identical RC beams. 

• Ductility reaches the maximum when the reinforcement ration, RR, set at 

relatively low level. An evidence of that are the beams reinforced with shear 

links at 150mm spacing exhibit larger rotations compared to the beams with 

identical reinforcement with shear links at 100mm spacing. 

• All beams have achieved the predicted load. The maximum ratio of 

experimental load to the predicted load was recorded to be 1.26. 
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• RC beams with C` bars and shear links at 150mm spacing experienced a 

shear failure. That is due to the joint action of shear and flexural which result 

in a mixed failure. 

• RC beams with steel meshes show higher peak loads when larger diameters 

of main bars are used. 

• Beams reinforced with steel meshes of class C` and 10mm main bars showed 

the best ductile behaviour compared to other steel meshes consisting of 8 or 

10mm main bar. 

• RC beams with C class steel meshes show higher load resistance and larger 

deformations than beams with C class steel which suggest that the ductility 

and class of reinforcement can positively affect the ductility behaviour and 

load resistance of reinforced concrete members. 

• Beams reinforced with steel meshes show better performance in terms of 

ductility comparing to beams with single bars reinforcement. 

 

8.4 Comparison with analytical modelling findings 

Experimental results of RC beams with single steel bars and shear links 

showed similarity to the predictions based on an analytical model which has been 

developed by Hastbech (2013). However, a large discrepancy was observed for RC 

beams with steel meshes. The model was derived for RC beams only containing 

longitudinal bars with or without shear links. Modifications of the model are required 

to allow for the RC beams containing steel meshes. 
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8.5 Future work recommendations 

This work has produced important key findings for addressing the effect of 

different reinforcement properties on the behaviour of RC beams. Future work can 

be divided into two parts: first part includes an extension to the current tests to 

improve the statistical significance of the observations; second part concerns the 

establishment of numerical and analytical models. 

The existing codes deal with bond or ductility as separate properties without 

linking them. This study showed that both of the properties are linked. For that, more 

tests and numerical modelling as mentioned earlier are required in order to revise 

the existing codes. Different amendments to the codes can be decided based on the 

results of the future work. 

8.5.1 Extending the scope of the current tests 

The current work can be extended in order to have more investigation 

variables and testing data. The extension of the current work can be summarized as 

follows 

• It is recommended to test beams reinforced with steel meshes and large 

concrete covers to investigate their impact on the ductility of RC beams and 

compare with the similar study for RC beams with single bars and large 

concrete cover. 

• Use strain gauges in pull-out tests to monitor the strain and stress distribution 

along the reinforcing bars during the process of testing. That gives more 

detailed results of bond stress distribution and can improve the understanding 

of the bond behaviour of steel bars during the pull-out testing. 
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• Study the bond behaviour of concrete blocks wrapped with FRP sheets to 

examine the effect of external confinement.  

8.5.2 Numerical and analytical modelling 

In order to gather more information that is difficult to have from the physical 

test, it is necessary to develop a numerical model that can reproduce the test. The 

model can be further extended to the RC beams reinforced with steel meshes. 

The model should also be able to predict cracks development and 

distributions and capture the behaviour in the post-peak zone and hence investigate 

the effect of cracking behaviour due to the interaction of bond and the ductility 

performance of RC members. 

 An analytical model can be developed and verified using the numerical 

modelling and laboratory results presented in this work for the engineering 

estimation use. The analytical model can predict the rotational capacity of RC beams 

reinforced with meshes and include the effect of bond behaviour on the ductility.  
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